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Faculty Attempts to Gut Pass/Fail Abuse
BY DAN BERMAN

News Editor

Beginning injanuary, students taking
courses pass/fail will no longer be
anonymous to their instructors.
In a motion passed by the faculty on
September 12, the registrar will notify
the professor at the beginning of the semester if a student is taking a class pass/
fail.

Currently, professors do not find out
which students used their pass/fail option until after final grades are submitted.
This motion, passed in a near-unanimous voice vote, results from more than
a year of discussion over the general nature of the pass/fail system.
Pass/fail, officially called Pass/Low
Pass/Fail, allows students to take courses
without receiving a letter grade. With
some restrictions, students may utilize

this option up to four times at Trinity,
and not more than once per semester.
The renewed focus over pass/fail
stems from a long-held belief by many
faculty that students do not use pass/fail
in the manner it was intended, namely
to allow students to experiment with
courses and subjects in which they are
unfamiliar, according to Associate Academic Dean Ronald Spencer. "My experience," Spencer added, "is that 1 have
known very few students... taking a
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course pass/fail primarily for that reason."
"I'm pretty confident we should not
encourage students to take a course from
the get-go, they are planning not to make
something close to their best effort,"
Spencer added.
History Professor Jack Chatfield
agrees, stating in a memo to the faculty
that, "many of us believe the Pass/Low
Pass/Fail option has no sound intellecsee PROFS on page eight

President Dobelle
Looks Towards the
Future in Address
BY ANNIE SCRANTON

News Writer

Students in the Montessori Elementary School experiment with bugs.
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Learning Corridor Dream
Finally Becomes Reality
BY PATRICK R. NOONAN

Editor-in-Chief

On the other side of the
wrought-iron fence across
Broad Street, Trinity has a completely new view - not merely
the image of the sparkling new
buildings , but a new perspective of the community and the
links that the College and the
immediate community enjoy.
"We have set the stage for a
neighborhood revitalized and
reborn as a community dedicated to the promise of children," said President Dobelle.
"The Learning Corridor has
gone from vision to reality."
The 16-acre Learning Corridor campus houses four schools:
a Montessori Elementary
School, the Hartford Magnet
Middle School, the Greater
Hartford Academy of Math and
Sciences, and the Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts. Total cost for design and
construction of the campus was
$110.8 million, and Trinity College provided nearly $6 million.
Trinity's partnered with several institutions for this project
including the State of Connecticut, the City of Hartford, Hartford Hospital, the Institute of
Living, Connecticut Children's
Medical Center and Connecticut Public Television and Radio.

"While Trinity and SINA [the
Southside Institutions Neighborhood Alliance] have garnered praise for the Learning
Corridor and related initiatives,
we have been but one voice
among many, driven only to see
the widely shared hopes for this

community, the hopes of those
who call this neighborhood
home, fulfilled," said Dobelle.
Until construction began, the
re was an abandoned bus lot on
the site, and the environmental
cleanup required for the project
see TRINITY on page 10

When one thinks of "jaws,"
Arlo Guthrie, cake and a magician, most people would not associate that with a speech by a
college president. In actuality,
this is exactly how President
Do'ueUe's First Annual Address
to trie school went.
The event was held on Tuesday, September 12, and was
much more than a banal speech
by Dobelle on the progress of
Trinity College. Among the
food, music, and entertainment,
most faculty, students and
guests walked away commenting on the huge success of the
gala, held in Oosting gymnasium.
President Dobelle calculated
that the evening began with
about 750 people and ended
with 300.
Dobelle said that his main
goal of the evening was to discuss where Trinity has been as
a college, where it is now, and
the direction in which it is
headed. He repeatedly remarked on how proud he and
everyone- the faculty,administrators and the trustees - are of
Trinity in this highly competi-

tive world of higher education.
An important point that he
made dealt with the fact that
Trinity is the only top liberal
arts college in a city. He commented that at first the campus
denied thecity and allowed it to
deteriorate. Later t hough-he-'
noted that, "we have now embraced trie city and sent a message that it is not right to let the
neighborhoods surrounding us
deteriorate" He then rattled off
a long list of programs that
Trinity has implemented in the
neighboring areas, and it undoubtedly made every Trinity
student feel proud when he declared, "we did it in your name
and in the name of Trinity and
we're proud of that."
Dobelle continued, listing
some of Trinity's accomplishments, including top ten selectivity to apply and being named
one of Newsweek's "All Around
Gems." He then went on to further comment about his personal feelings on some of
Trinity's new ventures, including the new dormitories, career
service building, and the highly
controversial Tutorial College.
Looking back on the evening,
Dobelle reiterated the fact that
he wants students to feel comsee DOBELLE on page six
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RAs Voice Distress
with News Article
We are not police officers.
We do not like being represented as such either.
The students of Trinity College have no idea how difficult
the job of being a Resident Assistant, or a Senior Resident Assistant, can be. We are group of
59 students who have chosen to
dedicate ourselves to the safety
of the student body.
Our commitment to the students is exemplified in the
week and a half before school
begins dedicated to training,
the days taken from our Winter break dedicated to even
more training, and the weekday and weekend nights that
we give up to make sure that

Residential Life Staff Manual,
available in the Office of Residential Life or from your Resident Assistant. We are college
employees, just like the student
workers in the library.
If you asked a library worker
to look the other way as you
walked out with an unchecked book, they would
most certainly say no. They are
fulfilling the responsibilities
that are required for the job
they do, just as we are.
At Convocation, President
Dobelle told our parents, "They
may be your children, but they
are my adults." As adults, we
should take responsibility for
our own actions and be re-

The students of Trinity College have no idea
how difficult the job of being a Resident
Assistant can be.

the halls are quiet as well as that spectful of those who put themall
students are abiding by col- selves on the line to uphold
Lara Harisay '03
Carolyn Rucci '03
Trinity College policy.
lege policy.
This said, we don't apologize
This is not to mention the
hours that we commit to plan- to students who are upset that
ning two social programs per they cannot walk down the
Faculty Misses Mark on Pass/Fail Policy
month, two educational pro- Long Walk with a can of beer in
The faculty's decision to remove anonymity from the pass/fail grading option is a dis- grams per semester, one com- their hands whether they are 21
service to our academic community here at Trinity. • They have taken the easy road of munity service program per years old or not, that they may
sKrBSgO-irjng supposed slackers instead of taking on the much more daunting task of fun- semester, and one campus wide be asked for identification in the
VJJ .^amenta! reform to demand and allow for more rewarding and rigorous intellectual devel- event per semester, the dedica- residence hall, or if they are
tion to the residence hall com- written up for disobeying colFor next semester, the professor will receive written notice of which students in their munity to ensure students a lege policy.
Would you write an article in
course are exercising the pass/fail option, and this will inevitably alter their perceptions pleasant living environment,
and the attention to personal the Tripod if Campus Safety
of that students intentions. In fact, many students take a class pass/fail as a safety net and
issues that students come to us would not let you do these
then change the course to a grade at the end of the semester. Will they be inclined to do so to resolve.
things? Would you write an arif they believe the professor has preexisting thoughts about their presence?
We are a group of 59 students ticle in the Tripod if the AdminStatistics from the registrar's office published in this paper indicate that upwards of forty that are trained to resolve issues istration would not let you do
percent of students in previous classes had never received a pass/fail grade. Moreover, fewer concerning eating disorders, these things? Would you write
than five percent of the class of 1999 exercised the option two or more times throughout suicide attempts, suicide an article in the Tripod if the
their Trinity career — even though they had four opportunities to do so. Obviously, the threats, medical emergencies, Hartford Police Department
roommate conflicts, personal would not let you do these
faculty's perception of this phenomena is far greater than its reality.
We agree that pass/fail is not a perfect system. Frequently professors complain that these property liability, residential things?
Would you write an article in
students are "aiming for a. C-" and that they often miss classes, and most students would policies, college policies, state
find some validity in this analysis. However, their course of action is not the correct rem- law, substance abuse, facilities, the Tripod if your parents would
emergencies, weather emergen- not let you do these things?
edy to this problem. The right path would involve bolder and grander changes to our curcies, evacuation procedures, fire
Why would you accuse us of
riculum.
drills, sexual assault, sexual ha- taking on the role of police ofPass/Fail should be abolished entirely, but this proposition must accompany a reduc- rassment, and hate incidents, ficers, writing untruths about
tion in the number of classes required for graduation from 36 to 32, or four courses per among others.
our job, and putting our integsemester. The Tripod has advocated this in the past, and there are ample reasons to do so.
We do not decide what Trin- rity in jeopardy so people will
Most commensurate institutions only require 32 courses, and numerous faculty members ity College policy will be, nordo read your paper? This job is
believe that this would allow both students and professors to study material in greater we decide what Connecticut hard enough.
• depth and breadth. In addition, Trinity could then examine the appropriateness of filler State law will be, many times
credits such as gym classes, teaching assistantships and advanced placement credit. Quan- they are one in the same. We Signed by 34 Resident Assissign a contract to do our job, tants from dorms across the
tity should not be a substitute for quality.
With this accomplished, students would be more inclined to audit classes, fulfilling the which is clearly outlined in the Trinity Campus
true intention of pass/fail—to broaden students' experience without fear of bringing down
the almighty GPA. Auditing students would not be seen as slackers but rather as motivated academics following the true definition of a liberal arts education.
The faculty should consider this proposal at their October meeting, and — in consultaPiliow Talk would like to thank the events committe for yet
tion with students — develop a comprehensive plan to truly tackle this issue.
another fun-filled week waiting in line for fratt parties... and,
of course, Cleo
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Protesting in Seattle: The Plight of the Opposition
1 was surprised at the emotion that
came out of the protests to shut down the
meeting of world leaders gathered to begin a new round of trade talks in the
World Trade Organization in Seattle last

name for themselves by running around the most significant threat to a sustaindressed in all black, faces masked, tout- able global balance and should righting acid-filled eggs and smashing win- fully be challenged, but the way it has
dows, setting a negative tone to the
otherwise civil demonstrations.
But something was missing, I thought.
I was skeptical. While the protesters did
raise awareness of destructive policies
that have made a bad situation worse for
Insights and Affairs
many of the world's poorest nations (if
only by putting the World Bank and IMF
November. On the surface it seemed an on the defensive), they represented a
impressive, selfless, movement to raise deeply disorganized effort with a lessawareness about the expansion of global than-clear goal.
capitalism and to question the destrucGlobalization is a tough concept to
tion it has wrought on countries of the grasp, which makes it all the more diffideveloping world.
cult to thwart. What exactly globalizaFor me, and presumably for most other tion is proves as difficult to come to a
college students, protests were a part of consensus on as was the definition of the
our parents' youth and far removed from word "is" for Bill Clinton.
our lives. Our parents stood up against
It is a tricky question and one that
segregation in the 1950s and 1960s.
makes the generalized affronts to it all
The movement against the Vietnam the more dubious. Compounded with a
War came to define the late 1960s and movement conspicuously lacking in
early 1970s. It was a passionate drive to leadership and held together with a vaend a war that seemed pointless and far pid and negative "anti-Everything" manaway, that was not only costing Ameri- tra is frustrating.
can lives, but was furthermore a failed
In brief, though, globalization is a
been projected is problematic. It has become an easy target, a facade really, beThe propensity to jump on the anti-globalization hind which lurksa justifiably frustrated
bandwagon as a conduit to being heard discredits the youth. The propensity to jump on the
anti-globalization bandwagon as a conlong-term viability of the movement...
duit to being heard discredits the longterm viability of the movement.
effort to save face projected as an honor- question of culture, the environment, as
This is good for no one. It tears groups
able push for democracy.
well as a swath of political issues all re- away from educated discourse and lends
The culprit in Seattle was globaliza- lated to the increasingly fast-paced itself to little progress. To call the protion. Its agents in the International Mon- movement of goods, people and jobs genitors of global trade "evil" is not only
etary Fund, the World Bank and the across national borders. It is the unfair, but also counterproductive. DoWorld Trade Organization were to pro- broadness of the concept and its relative ing so attempts to bring simplicity to an
testers what communism had been to newness that behooves us to look at both issue deserving of far more thought.
capitalism—evil, oppressive, self-inter- sides of the globalization coin.
While all seeming to proclaim the
ested... wrong
When pushing an agenda, as the anti- same goal, the Seattle protestors were a
50,000 showed up in Seattle represent- globalizers in Seattle have done; otte deeply divided-grbup of interests that, '
ing groups ranging from the AFL-CIO tends to develop a kind of tunnel vision given the opportunity, would unlikely be
and Consumers International to Anar- that can easily lead to dead ends. It re- able to agree upon an alternative to the
chist Action Collective and Global Ex- sults from developing a belief structure current system of global trade.
change. An amalgam of people "widely that preaches a certain issue, believing
There is little doubt that the protests
diverse, if not eclectic," as William it infallible, turning debate of rather have raised awareness of an important
Finnegan of The New Yorker put it.
complicated issues into shouting issue. My concern is the absolutist rhetoWhile "civil disobedience" was the matches of good vs. bad and right vs. ric that evokes stubbornness and inhibobjective for most, there was nonetheless wrong.
its progress. World Bank President James
a minority of anarchists who made a
The issue of globalization is probably Wohlfenson has responded to criticism

J. Ashe Reardon

with promises to allow for a more thorough examination process when initiating structural adjustment programs.
The challenges faced
by opposition movements are nothing new.
Because
identities
within mass movements
are formed around esoteric ideals, the result, as
one scholar has put it, is
a politics "based on normative value judgments,
rather than on expressions of particular material and social interests."
Such normative judgments have the power to
override small fissures
within the movement,
which are pushed aside
in deference to the
greater goal. When that
goal has been achieved
(in this case, shutting
down the Seattle protests) a void opens up
and the means to real
change takes a backseat to individual
ideological differences, which come to
define the agenda. The problem with
such a movement is that it becomes extremely difficult to tackle core issues,
which are essential to success.
What we need is not "civil disobedience," but rather civic engagement,
dialogue and not friction. Transparency is needed on both sides.
Organizations like the WTO and the
World Bank will need to make decisions that put an end to favoring corporate interests ahead of local
populations. What's more, the World
Trade Organization needs to bring its
ptofeess ofHe'Mberaflbn out from behind the door of elitism and to the public forum. For their part, organizations
such as Global Exchange should realize that absolutist rhetoric and a foolish dream of tearing down the WTO
will bring those suffering more unnecessary pain.
For it is always easier to criticize
policies than to propose them.

Should RAs Play Bigger Role in Alcohol Policy?
First Year student looks at Trinity's drinking policy
BY NATE BAKER

Tripod Contributor

If you read the Tripod last week, then
you were hard-pressed to miss an article on page one about the role of RAs
in curbing underage drinking on campus, • .
,,
.
...
, •, Ihe_ .article, explained,,the special,
training that RAs have received in or*der to help them handle the problem
of rampant underage drinking on campus. While it does not look like RAs
will become a new on campus SWAT
team, some felt that the burden was
unfairly being placed on the shoulders
of RAs.
That article was about the role of the
RA in student life; this one isn't. It's
about drinking. Lots of it. So much so
that within the first two weeks of
school, a member of the freshmen class
ended up in the hospital to have her
stomach pumped.
Underage drinking is a problem on
college campuses across the nation.
Last year at the University of Michigan
a freshman girl became so drunk that
she fell out of a dorm window and died.
Underage drinking is a dilemma and
itmust be moderated. • ,
In order; to solve this problem, we
first have to figure out why underclass-

men drink the way they do. I can't give
you a personal explanation; I don't
drink. When most students are at parties I tend to be the one in the next room
studying. For me it's quite simple: Idon't
drink because I
don't like to
consume anything that, will
• adversely affeet
my body or
brain. Quite
frankly, I can't
understand the
joy or destroying brain cells,
damaging your
liver, and loosing both mental
and physical
control of oneself only to
wake up the
next morning
with a massive
headache..
Yet beyond my own personal experience, I think that the reasons for underage drinking are threefold.
First, a lot of kids used to rip it up
in high school, whether from depression or social awkwardness, and are
now hooked. Second, binge drinking
is one of the segments of college life

think that Trinity is too lax in its efforts
glamorized by society's youth. And
third, students drink because for the to curtail drinking.
Most RAs (I've not taken a scientific
first time in their lives they are "free"
survey and do not vouch for all) simply
from their parents.
tell students "not to drink in dorms" or
Now, we must accept that most colto "take it someplace else." I've heard the
lege students (except
stories of Campus Safety officers hapdivine ones like me)
pening upon underage students with
will drink. We may
not like it, but we drinks and not even taking notice of the
must accept it. No Budweiser perched in their' left hand.
matter how hard or • This presents a contradiction in policy'
that undermines the efforts by the'adfast you bring down
the hammer, students
will go to whatever
For the many who have
length to violate both
school policy arid
already had their first
state law in order to
taste of alcohol it is the
drink.
forbidden
fruit..
Telling students
that they cannot
drink is not the answer. For the many ministration to be effective.
who have already
There should be an increase in polichad their first taste of ing, and given that RAs are authority figalcohol, it is the for- ures on campus, they should take a
bidden fruit. Besides, significant role in this effort. I don't re"don't drink" just does not work. Instead, ally believe that this is the RAs job. HowTrinity should make efforts to teach stu- ever, knowing that an RA could bust you
dents the virtues of drinking less and of and impose serious consequences might
drinking responsibly.
cause underage students to think twice
I am not suggesting that President : before cracking open a six-pack.
This could curtail drinking in public,;
Dobelle sit down with the freshmen
class arid pass out Martinis to demon- drid, hopefully, prove a successful effort •
strate responsible drinking. But I do to curb this campus-wide problem.
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Placing Blame Where Blame is Due: Violence in the Media
industry does more than reflect feet on these gunmen? Well,
probably not. However it is cersociety.
Therefore, the larger and tainly possible and 1 am willmuch more difficult question ingly to bet in many cases
is to answer is then exactly probable.
what effect media does have
Now, many argue that it is the
on minors. Has any direct act job of the parent to safeguard
of violence by a minor been their children from such imconclusively linked to what ages, and not the government.
they viewed, played, or lis- This is certainly true in an ideal
tened to? The answer is prob- world where parents have no
ably not. , However, if we other responsibilities to their
dissect certain aspects of a re- children and their families
cent tragedy involving teen apart from monitoring the TV
violence, say Columbine, we and virtually ever place their
y
may be able to make some dis- child chooses to go.
tinct correlation.
'
Let us first examine the name
of the group to which these
child-gunmen belonged namely the Trenchcoat Mafia.
Since its rebirth in the entertainment industry in the mid1970s, the Mafia, and the
violence associated with Mafia,
To the Editor:
;• .
has taken on a sort of romantic
image that is still carried out in
I write to protest the story
many entertainment mediums.
To use the name to signify a (and especially the headline)
group of teenagers on the fringe ' about RAs in last week's Triof their society is certainly a ro- pod (September 12th). Resimanticized attitude to what is dent Assistants have assumed
enormous responsibilities and
serve as strong, effective leadLet us examine a course of action that makes such material less
ers. They train before classes
accessibly to minors and the penalties to those industries that make begin to learn how to foster a
supportive community on
it more accessible greater.
their floors, spot signs that a
student needs help, direct stunotice and even limited in their welcome more experimental associated as "necessary" vio- dents to academic and perdistribution to minors. Her fear strategies in handling teen vio- lence undertaken by the Mafia. sonal counseling, and mediate
was the affect that this material lence that may not have concluThe concept of necessary vio- disputes between roommates.
RAs also hold students to
might have on a minor's actions. sive evidence of working, but lence, which both gunmen alMrs. Gore was violently at- have hard to ignore correlation. lude to in their videotaped high standards of conduct,
tacked for suck suggestions and Let us examine a course of ac- "depositions" before they cora- and students on campus are
it was widely argued that.inre- tion that makes such material mit the tragic crime, is not lim- pleased that RAs are present to
fulfill this role. Most students
a!ity, [he entertainment indus- less accessibly to minors and ited or exclusive to the Mafia.
want a quiet, academically
try did not take a hand in the penalties to those industries
In the widely popular cult
supportive atmosphere in
influencing society, but rather that make it more accessible movie, The Matrix scenes of
it merely reflected the general greater.
necessary violence and murder their residence hall. They
course society chose to take.
The most conclusive evi- run ramped. In particular, no want to be able to sleep at
night and be fresh for classes
This sort of reasoning seemed dence to suggest a correlation scene is more revealing than
persuasive for more than a de- between teen violence and the thatof the heroes calmly enter- the next day. While RAs encade. However, the recent find- media is better realized by offer- ing a building dressed in black courage students to speak up
ing of the Federal Trade ing a counter-factual question; trench coats and equipped with for themselves and ask disrupCommission greatly disproves is there evidence to suggest that automatic weapons, and killing tive students to settle down,
hundreds of innocent people in ' many students still do not feel
the notion of 'innocence' in the the two are not related? •
entertainment industry. The
comfortable speaking up.
At one time, such evidence order to "get the bad guys."
entertainment industry .know- seemed quite possible to idenThis is chillingly familiar Thus, RAs serve as the voice of
ingly .takes a hand in influenc- tify. However, if the entertain- to the accounts related by stu- the "quiet student." . .
ing society when it targets and ment industry really practices d'erits at Columbine of the
Let mfe demonstrate just
distributes mature content to a policy of targeting adult con- event. Is it .provable, that such how respected RAs are in this
minors. Furthermore, 1 argue tent to minors than clearly the media influences had an af- community. Last, year, of the
more than 1100 students.surveyed, 97 percent agreed that
"my RA is -a positive role
model," 95 percent approved
of the RA's "overall performance," and 94 percent believed the RA "effectively
confronts problem behavior."
RAs also "promote openmindedness..." (98 percent
agreement).
No policies have changed
this year regarding RA responsibilities. RAs were specifically told that they should not
"act,as police" or actively seek
out misconduct. They may
ask for student identification,
if helpful in the situation (e.g.,
to determine whether people
are Trinity students or not).
Asking for an ID is just a tool
among many that an RA uses
judiciously. Although primary responsibilities are to
their own residence hall, RAs
are asked to let College officials know about problems
they encounter in other areas.
These policies have been in
Earlier this week the Federal
Trade Commission released a
not-so-shocking report that
found strong evidence to sug-

that such exposure, whether or
not it can be proven to have a
direct affect on an individual's
actions, should be shielded
"""" from minors.
In a time when the age
of violent crime offendRantings and Ravings
ers has dramatically decreased and the nature of
'.
the crimes has worsened,
finger pointing is to be exgest that most R-rated movies,
pected. However, people rarely
music, and videogames are beagree to any course of action
ing targeted to attract minors as
that can not be conclusively
youngasl2yearsold. Thisconproven to prevent violence.
duet, as:reported in the New
York Times, included such bla- Therefore, "common-sense" solutions such as gun control betant offenses as distributing adcome more generally agreed.
vertisements of, R-rated
entertainment to boys and girls
The problem that arises in
clubs.,across the nation. In
taking such courses of action is
short, the entertainment industhat one can only aim for an extry has deliberately marketed
tremely limited effect. I
mature content to minors in
strongly believe that most
order to increase sales.
people would agree that a combination of strategies would
Now, taking a step back a deprove much more effective.
cade or so, many might
However, if one demands conrememberTipper Gore's couraclusive evidence that a strategy
geousness, as both an artist
alleviates the problem, it is to
(yes, believe it or not) and a
be expected that very few stratpublic figure, to suggest that
egies will be approved.
music and video games with
Instead, let us as a nation
mature content be marked for

Micah Cogen
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In Support of the RAs

With an'autotaatic.1" •

"Lei's play, 'p

However, this is not realistically possible and is made
much harder when the entertainment industry is not only
not willing to help, but rather
is deliberately attempting to
hurt that effort.
I believe that it is time for
government intervention for
the sake and safety of both
children and parents. In addition, concerning the entertainment industry, as one industry
representative told the New
York Times, "Everyone's hand's:

place for, some time
:;.riPolicy;also has nqt-changeill

d b
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of conduct we expect and ob-

serve among students. We have
sent the same message for years
now: Trinity is academically
rigorous, and we attract talented and motivated students.
We must provide an atmosphere in our residence halls
consistent with our primary
mission, helping all students
achieve their highest potential.
Of course we want students to
have fun, but there are appropriate and inappropriate places
and times for loud fun to occur.
If you party in your room,
disturbing your neighbor's
sleep or studying, don't be
shocked if an R A comes to your
neighbor's aid. If you are disobeying the law when.the RA
knocks-on your door and you
open it, expect that your RA is
going to report it. There are ten
other students on the floor
happy that the RA is there to
help ensure a comfortable
home away from home. The
day may come when RAs can
take on more narrow responsibilities. Many students are already assuming their share of
responsibility for maintaining
respectful community life.
The Tutorial College students are creating an honor
code to guide their social and
academic life. This great experiment, we hope, can expand
toother halls shortly. Already
this year students have stepped
forward to admit that they
caused damage to property or
engaged in conduct that is
harmful to others, and they
stand ready to accept the consequences. Many students have
agreed to serve on disciplinary
and appeals boards. Student
organizations routinely clean
up after their events and work
collaboratively with administrators to ensure that their
events are safe and remain fun.
I am excited about these
signs and want to encourage
more. It is only when all students work towards building a
supportive and strong community that we will reap the full
benefits of student empowerment. If you have ideas about
how to promote more student
self-governance or you want to
get involved in ongoing efforts,
please let me know.
Sincerely,
Sharon D. Herzberger
Vice President iforStad.entj ui j
Scuv iGG&aad! ©ofesspfr .$[' f
\
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Responsibility, Not Isolation
The Pass/Fail Dilemma
BY KATHERINE
POWER

Professor of
Theater, and dance

A student sits slouched in
the back of the room, eyes
glazing over, one foot tapping
out an idle rhythm. I pull out
every pedagogical trick in the
book because I'm going for
broke: 100% class participation and engagement. Everyone else seems willing to play
and the discussion gains momentum. But my friend in
the back remains aloof —
nonchalant, even.
The big day comes: the first
paper is due. I breathe a sigh
of relief to discover that all
the papers have been handed
in. Maybe my friend in the
back is simply a quiet genius
whose outlet will prove to be
the written word. But my fantasy is short-lived.
There is one paper in the
batch (guess whose) that
reads like it was written over
a quick cup of coffee in the
Cave. I'm concerned — indeed, dismayed. Surely there
is something 1 can say that
will help this student write a
better paper next time (this is
my job, after all). Surely a
grade of C- will send a signal
that us time to buckle down.
Surely the student will request an immediate meeting
with me, the two of us will
pour over the paper together
— and this will make all the
difference.
But there is no look of concern over the C- and no cozy
meeting — only more dismal
papers, more dismal grades.
Plus an ongoing lack of responsiveness in class that is
palpable (to me and, I imagine, to all the others in the
room). I don't get it. In my experience, Trinity students are
enormously grade conscious
and ever anxious to do well.
Doesn't this student know
that she/he's heading for the
bigD?
The course ends and somehow my friend in the back
just never seems to come on
board. I hand in my grades.
Boy-oh-boy, you're just gonna
have to live with this D and I
don't feel bad, not one little
bit. (Possibly I'm a little
smug.) And then 1 get the
grade confirmation sheet
back.
What am I - stupid?? After
all these years, will I never
learn? My friend, of course,
was taking the course Pass/
Fail (ergo the "what-me
worry?" attitude). AlOO-level
course in the Humanities
taken for Pass/Fail? Give me a
break. And as the above scenario repeats itself over the
years, (and stories told by colleagues continually assure me
that I'm not alone), I've come
to the only possible conclusion: the Pass/Fail system is
broke and its time to fix it.
The Pass/Fail option was
created in 1966 as a means of

encouraging students to explore unfamiliar curricular
terrain free of the pressure of
a letter grade. Students who
had always wanted to sculpt
or to try their hand at Quantum Mechanics would presumably jump at the chance. 1
like the sound of that. 1 really
do. But now let's get back to the
real world.
Conversations I've had with
advisees about why they're
planning to take a course Pass/
Fail invariably go something
like this: "Well, you see, its my
five-course semester (or I've
got a couple of tough major requirements this term) and I
need to lighten the load. So I'm
gonna take this intro survey
course Pass/Fail and just do
enough work to get by. You
know, I really do need to take
it easy in one of my courses
this term." Take it easy? Where
is that? As an academic advisor, am I supposed to say: "Yes,
go ahead. Aim for that C-. You
go girl!"
Now I'm not one to joyously
embrace a Calvinist work
ethic, but even 1 have to draw
the line somewhere. What are
we saying here? That its OK to
lay back, to slide by, to not go
the academic distance? Talk
about a rigor problem. What
to do? Allow individual faculty members to decide
whether or not to offer their
courses on a Pass/Fail basis?
Require any student who
wishes to take a course Pass/
Fail
to
submit
a written request (with accompanying justification) to
the professor?
Should we Limit the Pass/
Fail option to upper level
courses on the theory that students shouldn't need to shy
away from the demands of an
introductory level course?
Limit the Pass/Fail option to
lower level courses on the
theory that students have presumably met the prerequisites
for advanced work and should
be adequately prepared?
Should we allow some
kinds of courses (say, handson .experiential courses) to
ban the Pass/Fail option? Encourage the auditing of
courses for the purpose of intellectual exploration? Reduce
the number of courses required for graduation from 36
to 32 to alleviate the "fifth
course syndrome?" Abolish
Pass/Fail altogether?
Happily, there is movement
afoot on this issue amongst
various faculty committees
and individual faculty members. Recently, the faculty
voted in favor of disclosing to
instructors at the beginning of
the term which of their students are taking the course on
a Pass/Fail basis,
Whether this policy
makes a difference remains
to be seen. But clearly,
change is in the air. And if
we do this thing right, my
friend in the back of the
room will be asked to take a
giant step forward.

America should reevaluate
its cultural and ideological
standards pertaining to its
youth. This is especially urgent
in the matter of its hypocrisy

Christian Sorace
Dimitri SpeaJcs
concerning underage drinking
of alcoholic beverages at social
gatherings. The restriction of
so-called outlets because of an
irrational fear of "the effect alcohol has on minors" forces
young adults to take matters,
liquor bottles and feelings of
resentment toward authority,
into their own hands, behind
closed doors.
The fairytale at Trinity College and elsewhere in America
is that drinking is not central
to the social maturation of the
majority of students' lives.
This is a lie that is increasingly
hard to swallow (no pun intended). Let's face the facts:
young adults will drink beer
and liquor and are going to get
it by any means necessary. The
million-dollar question is
whether it is healthier and
morally acceptable to drink inside one's own dorm room, angrily bitching about restricted
social life, or to drink in an
open positive, social atmosphere? One fosters social interaction, the other, isolation,
Like early 20Ih century Prohibition times, are we not
criminalizing "normal and expected behavior?"
Isolation is far more dangerous to an individual's physical
and moral well being than the
spurious ideological reasons
the drinking age was raised to
twenty-one.
If you do your research, the
drinking age was set at twentyone out of fear, because eighteen year-olds are more likely
than twenty-one year olds to be
friends with sixteen year-old
kids and supply them with alcohol. Also, there was a serious
increase in drunk driving accidents due to kids coming back

home from states where the legal drinking age was eighteen,
into states where the drinking
age was twenty-one. Clandestine drinking, however, is an
•"• • incredibly
serious
threat because it lends
itself to abuse and results that can be disastrous in our school's
case, one alcohol-abuse
related death.
This recent, local tragedy,
along with many other collegiate alcohol-related deaths
nationwide, should shock our
senses into questioning the
root cause of alcohol-abuse
and the seriousness of its effects not its availability, 1 believe that an isolated social

environment has more adverse
effects on students, than one
where people are able to drink
beer freely, as the adults they
are presumed to be in all other
respects. The taboo on alcohol
and repressive measures taken
against underage drinking,
make it "the cool thing to do,
when you are away from
home." Freshmen, away from
parental surveillance, find
new best-friends such as Jack
Daniels and Sam Adams.
Because of restrictions, students are more prone to bingedrinking with a small number
of friends in their room. Absent is a social setting where
drinking is tolerated within
t h e law, s t u d e n t s are more
likely to turn a recreational
pleasure into a very serious
abuse and loss of control.

In Europe, even sixteen yearolds are permitted a pleasurable
buzz, while engaging in social
conversation. When I visited
Rome, young American tourists were often out of control,
wildly pouring funnels of beer
down their throats, because of
the new exhilarating feeling of
freedom. The same binge behavior occurs in college: freed o m lacking responsibility
flows from a suppressive cultural ideology that says,"you
cannot h a n d l e alcohol maturely until you are of the
proper age."
Eighteen-year-old Americans are expected, however, to
fight for their country, and vote
for a president... i.e. they are
mature enough
to kill and be
killed and to
elect our national and local
leaders, but not
take one sip of
beer? The odor
of hypocrisy is
enough to drive
one to drink. It is
our culture that
inscribes words
like, "wrong" or
"right," "safe" or
"dangerous" to
actions.
The real danger, however, is
isolated and clandestine substance abuse because an open
"adult" scene is not permitted to
exist. How is a healthy mature
college experience supposed to
thrive w h e n otherwise "old
enough" young adults are
treated like children.
There is not much we can do
to make things easier for us
here at Trinity College. I do
agree we have to uphold Connecticut State laws, but not
where they conflict with civil
rights. What I propose we do to
open up Trinity to restoring social responsibility is to return to
past policies of opening the
Party Barn to fra ts and other organizations without regulation
and spying. Leave it up the student body to regulate itself in
this one regard.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Understanding the Meal Plan
To the Editor:
As the administrator at the
College charged with appointing the food service vendor, I
write to express disappointment over the reporting on this
subject— a complex one, to be
sure — in the last issue of the
Tripod.
I regret that the "Meal Plan
Madness" article and others
failed to report certain key information. For example, our
independent consultant, the
Rochelle Group, recommended
the selection process used by
the College, a process that is
deemed standard for vendor selections such as the one we undertook.
Moreover, the consultant, after evaluating the significant
input received from students
and others, recommended that
the College contract with
Marriott, and later the Rochelle
Group also recommended ac-

ceptance of the new meal plans
developed by Marriott. The articles in last week's Tripod may
have created certain mis-impressions that should be corrected. Had space permitted in
this next issue of the paper, I
would have requested that the
administration document referred to and quoted in Mr.
Berman's story be printed in its
entirety.
This document provides a
fuller picture of the delicate selection process and the
administration'sviews of the
outcome than did last week's issue of the Tripod.
Since space does not permit
the document to appear here, I
will be more than happy to
share a copy of it with anyone
who requests one.
We continue to engage the
Rochelle Group to assist us in
ensuring students receive good
service. Trinity is committed to

this end, and we work hard to
represent thestudents' interests
in these matters.
Meanwhile, I remain grateful
toMarriott for its willingness to
be flexible in the face of student
concerns, and I also am appreciative of the time and care
some students devoted to working with Marriott, my office,
and others to bring about a fair
and reasonable compromise. I
believe the compromise holds
promise, and I am optimistic.
At the same time, I remain
willing andeager to discuss
concerns and address any issues that may arise in the future in a way that serves both
the students and the College
well.
Sincerely,
Michael D, West
Senior Vice President for
Finance
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President Dobelle Stresses
Positives of Trinity in Speech
Vandals deface door of the
Women's Center
Monday morning at 8:30, Women's Center Director Laura
Lockwood discovered graffiti on the door of the Women's Center in Mather Hall.
Although the vandalism was reported to Campus Safety,
the perpetrators have not been apprehended.

This little piggy went to the
market...
A female student, while accepting a piggy-back ride from a
male'student, fell1 early Saturday morning just outside 98
Vernon Street. 'She injured her shoulder but refused further
treatment.

Eyes o n t h eprize

: :

;

•"'•••

On Sunday afternoon a student discovered a rare parking
spot on Summit Street. Unfortunately while attempting a Uturn, the student struck another motorist driving by. Hartford Police were called, and the student was cited.

Live Free or Die
A Jeep Cherokee Sport crashed into the fence at the parking lot on New Britain Avenue and Crescent Street at 9:00 on
Sunday morning. The vehicle was abandoned. The same vehicle was reported as stolen from New Hampshire.

Men are dum,. B
Having left his car unlocked, a student returned to it on Sunday afternoon and discovered that it had been entered. A cell
phone and a pair of shoes were taken. Also the passenger side
mirror was broken.

At least she iocked her
Another student approached her car on Sunday afternoon
todiscover that her left rear window had been broken. Nothing appeared to have been stolen, but the student did cut herself on the glass shreds. She was treated by TCERT and then
transported to the hospital for further evaluation.

Qoooooaaal!
The soccer practice fields were vandalized sometime late
Saturday night or early Sunday morning. Goal posts, trash
cans and. benches had been knocked over and strewn across
the fields. The responsible person(s) are unknown.

Bottom's Up
Just south of Austin Arts Center, two female students were
discovered transporting open containers of alcohol. They
were asked to empty the containers, and the incident was referred to the Dean of Students.

We drove ail this way for
nothing?
A female student had an adverse reaction to medication in
Jones in the early morning on Saturday. TCERT was called to
evaluate the student and decided to call an ambulance. The
student recoyered before the ambulance arrived and declined
further care. •
•

Breaking, Entering and
Pepperoni?
A delivery person entered a property on 1289 Broad Street
and tripped the burglary alarm. Campus Safety investigated
and declared the situation "normal."

Penny for your thoughts?
A homeless person was panhandling on the Lower Long
Walk in the early evening on Sunday. Campus Safety approached the man and asked him to leave the campus.

All infarmatipn hfipmpilcfl from Campuv Safely Reports

continued from page one
fortable with themselves. "I
hope I got the message across
that this college strategically
positioned itself, and we can
make a difference in the community," he said after the
speech.
"1 feel like he really cares
about Trinity and every individual that goes here. 1 feel
lucky to have him as our President," commented Liz Loughlin
'03.
Possibly the highlight of the
evening quickly followed when
when President Dobelle announced he wanted to show the
audience an example of "the
best of Trinity men" vicariously
through a movie clip Everyone

Napster
banned at 34
percent of U.S.
colleges

in the stands was surprised to
hear the "Jaws" theme booming
through Oosting.
The audience watched as an
innocent teenage female unfortunately was shreaded to death
by the deadly shark while indulging in a midnight skinny

dipping fantasy. Her male counterpart, blatantly drunk, does
not come to her rescue, yet
proudly tells the officer in the
next scene, Tm from Hartford,
sir. I go to Trinity," to which the
entire audience clapped and
cheered wildly.

President Dobelle greets students and
wANNAH GANT
faculty at last week's State of the School address.

vacy issues for students, said
Reid.Christenberry, associate
provost for information services
at Georgia State University in
Atlanta. Georgia State restricts
the use of the program — and
(CNN) - 34 percent of U.S. other bandwidth-hogging file
colleges and universities have sharing software — because of
banned the music file trading potential network slowdowns.
program Napster for Internet
"We do not ban the particuusers surfing over campus serv- lar use of a software product by
ers, according to a report from name or by content," he said.
technology market research "Because we're a state school, it
company Gartner Group.
raises issues of state action and
As students return to campus
from summer vacation, college
administrators wrestle with the
legal and ethical questions surrounding the controversial program from Napster Inc.
Napster is due back in court Free speech. We feel we'll always
sometime between Oct. 2 and be safe when we're talking
Oct. 6 in San Francisco, accord- about routine business function
ing to published reports, where of the network."
a three-judge panel from the 9th
Cal State Chic©
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
offers first
will hear arguments from the
Recording Industry Association
skateboarding
of America (R1A A) accusing the
class in the US
company of copyright infringement,
(U-WIRE) CHICO, Calif. Napster allows its users to The popularity of skateboardtrade MP3-format music files ing among California State Uniover the Web, which violates versity at Chico students led to
music industry copyrights and the formation of a new class
robs artists of royalties for the added to this year's schedule.
reproductions, according to the
This special-topic class, the
RIAA. Napster says it is pro- first of its kind offered at any
tected under the "fair use" doc- university, is still in its early
trine, similar to the use of stages but has had a smooth bevideotape recorders.
ginning.
College students with broad"It's great, about time, and
band access to the Internet from why not," junior Steve Paustell
their dorm rooms have caused said. "It's due. Why not get a unit
headaches for network admin- for something you enjoy doing?"
istrators, prompting
some to ban the program.
Gartner polled administrators from 50
public and private colleges and universities
and found the Napster
issue raising serious
moral and legal questions, Gartner said in a
statement.
"Schools must consider the implementation of ethical standards
and policy guidelines,
even written agreements, that explicitly
state that copyright infringement is illegal and
will not be tolerated,"
said PJ. McNealy, senior
analyst for Gartner's eBusiness Services.
However' colleges
must alsb weigh First
Amendment and pn- 1

The idea of the class had been
a discussion item in curriculum
meetings for 10 years. Dick
Trimmer, physical education
department chair, and Bob
Russ, outdoor education chair,
thought the class would be a
good addition to the outdoor
education program, Russ said.
"There was usually a lot of
laughter when the idea of the
class was mentioned," he said.
"That's how a lot of outdoor
education classes start; they're

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
born through laughter."
The class is currently two students over the 25-student enrollment limit. "I'm already
turning people away, which is
great," Dorin said after the
fourth class meeting. "That
means that, hopefully (next semester) there will be another
section so there will be more
time for more people to come
in."
Trimmer and Russ gave Dorin
the freedom to come up with
the curriculum and allowed
him to use the tennis courts, for
his classroom. The ramp is a
mini half-pipe, which is the key
addition to the class, is attracting riders of all skills.
The class is covered by liability insurance as long as the students wear helmets, and the
ramp and obstacles are used
during class time, Dorin said.

NEWS
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SCA, Candidate Advertising
Spark Higher Voter Turnout
BY KRISTIN POWELL

SGA Correspondent

Yesterday was election day for
the Student Government Association. As the goal of the SGA
this year is to "Keep the student
in the Student Government,"
they wanted to start the year off
with a bang and have a great
election.
Each class voted for their officers and SGA senators to join
the executive board-President
Russell Fugett '01, Vice President Jeff Coleman '01, VP of Finance Ward McDonald '01, and
VP of Multicultural Affairs
Alain Davis '02 - and senators at
large-Dave Alexander '03,
Timothy Herbst '02, Trude
Goodman '03, and Matt Anderson '02 - voted into office last
year.
The elections this year drew
a huge response from the student body. With the new election rules, there were four
hundred more voters than last

year. A total of 705 students
turned out to vote. The freshman class had the most impressive show, with 258 votes cast,
followed by the seniors with
190. The juniors showed thier
voice with 148 votes. While
only 116 sophomores voted, this
number was off-set by the fact
that all of the candidates were
unopposed. Upperclassmen
want to get involved due to incidents around campus last
year, and interest from the class
of 2004 has been nothing less
than overwhelming. "We are all
very excited about this election.
It is nice to see so many people
coming out to show their support for student involvement,"
says Alexander, Chairman of
the Election Committee.
In order to get more people involved, an election committee
was formed to inform the students how and where they can
vote, why they should vote, and
who the candidates are. For
each candidate, the committee
provided a picture and write-up

regarding what they feel makes
them qualified for that position.
In addition, signs and banners were posted in Mather Hall
and all around campus advertising the election. There were
giveaways at the voting stations
as an incentive for more people
to come. "There is no excuse for
any student not to know about
this election," says Joseph
Reynolds '03, Co-Chair of the
Election Committee. "The SGA
has made a point this year to
open up its organization to all
students."
SGA President Fugett says,
"We are very pleased with the
amount of people running. It's
going to be a very competitive
election."
The Student Government Association has pledged to keep
the student involved, and is already making a conscious effort
to do so.
Adds Alexander, "1 would like
to see the success of this election
spark interest campus-wide for
the SGA."

E
Officer Elections - Class of 2004
President - Timothy Max Riffin
Vice President - Chi Romano
Secretary - Nathaniel T. Wiessner

Officer Elections - Class of 2003
President - Elisha Augustine
Vice President - Kelly-Marie Fay
Secretary - Kelly Kempner

Officer Elections - Class of 2002
President - Timothy Herbst
Vice President - John Rossi
Secretary - Ellen Melissa Zarchin

Officer Elections • Class of 2001
President- Marisa Eddy
Vice President - Michael Chambers
Secretary - Casey Tischer

At-Large Budget Committee
Roy Ostrom'02
Zachary A. Perry '03
SGA Senators
Liz Chubbuck '04
Adwoa Dadzie '04
Eugene Hsu '04
Tiffany La-Toya Pearson '04
Caena Sanders '04
Elisha Augustine '03
Alexander Boyatt '03

Candidates
Agree on
Formats for 3
Debates
(NYT) WASHINGTON - After three days of negotiations,
officials from the Gore and
Bush campaigns agreed today
on the formats and structure of
three presidential debates in
October and selected Jim
Lehrer, the anchorman of PBS's
"News Hour," as the moderator
for all three. •
The campaigns also agreed
that one presidential debate
and the single vice-presidential
debate would be conducted
with the candidates seated at a
table, the first time in the 40year history of presidential debates for such a seating ar-

Ben Lazarus '03
Zachary A. Perry '03
Elliot M. Welburn '03
Laura Cucchi '02
Alexandria Lynn '02
Jennifer Mann '02
rangement.
Also new is a timing system
that will be less rigid than in
previous debates. In the first debate, after a two-minute response from one candidate and
a one-minute rebuttal from the
other, the moderator will be al-

lowed to use his discretion in
giving the candidates up to
three and a half minutes to address each other. In the next two
debates, the time for the candi-

Presidential Debate Schedule
Oct. 3 - UMass Boston
Oct. 11 - Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, N.C.
Oct. 17 -Washington University, St. Louis.
Vice-Presidential Debate Oct. 5 - Danville, Ky. : P
All debates benn at 9:00 ?M and last 90 minutes.

Justin Olewnik '02
Tooch Van '02
John Akin '01
Sarah Amick '01
Anna Bookwalker '01
Drew S. Calder '01
BethPoole '01
dates to mix it up with each
other after each question will
be unlimited.
The details took eight hours
today for the bipartisan Commission on Presidential Elections to hammer out with
representatives of Vice President Al Gore and Gov. George
W. Bush of Texas.
Each campaign said it came
away with something — the
Gore campaign fought for three
debates, which it won, and the
Bush campaign fought for the
less rigid format, which it won.
Donald L. Evans, Mr. Bush's
campaign chairman, emerged
from the negotiations here tonight praising the free-flowing
debates. William M. Daley, Mr.
Gore's campaign chairman,
lauded the agreement for allowing "the widest possible audience."
Campaign officials said the
three debates would be the only
presidential match-ups, with
no other debates on other networks. With five networks
agreeing to broadcast the
events live, the debates are
guaranteed a wider audience

Students voting in Monday's SGA election

ConnPlRG Off to
Enthusiastic Start
BY MAGGIE KAGAN

News Writer

About 40 students packed
into the Rittenberg Lounge last
night, ready to immerse themselves in ConnPIRG's upcoming
campaigns for the fall semester.
Members of Trinity's chapter
of ConnPlRG (Connecticut
Public Interest Research Group)
all enthusiastically introduced
their projects, some even with a
humorous skit involving bananas and chicken, Professor
Vijay Prashad, Director of International Studies, opened the
meeting, noting, "The biggest lie
on college campuses is that
young people are apathetic. You
should take it as your responsibility to bust the conformity."
. With four campaigns and
two projects underway,
ConnPlRG director Laura
Carver, along with co-chairs
Becca Mayer '02 and Tamar Kipper '02 most certainly have their
hands full. Some of the issues
they will be working on include:
The Wild Forest campaign
will work towards getting a national bill signed in December
to protect 60 percent of American forests from logging. With
one million public comments
already behind their cause, they
are confident about collecting
even more supporters in the
next few months.
Hunger and Homelessness
than they would have received
with only one network showing them.

now serves as one of the most
popular issues. This group is
looking forward to some local
shelter volunteering in the immediate future, as well as Hunger Week, which will take place
November 13-17. At that time
they will head up some general
awareness activities, including
a Hunger Banquet and a
sleepover out on the Cave Patio.
New this year is the Genetically Engineered Foods campaign, which looks towards
educating students of the fact
that 25 percent of all crops are
genetically engineered. Among
other discoveries, it has been
found that genes from fish have
been inserted in strawberries to
prevent those crops from freezing. ConnPlRG will lobby the
Pood and Drug Administration
to start labeling and testing
such foods before they are sold
to consumers.
Youth Vote 2000, a project
headed byJon Prosnit '01, works
in conjunction With ConnPlRG
in order to both raise voter
awareness and voter registration on campus. With less than
two months until the Presiden' tial Election, this campaign intends to help create "a voice" for
Trinity students.
BookSwap and the Clean Air
campaign are two final projects
that are currently in the making, and ConnPlRG hopes to
have them up and running
sometime in the near future.

nouncement, The Associated
Press reported from Lima.hundreds of people gathered out-,
side the presidential palace,
Fujimori Calls
chanting anti-Fujimori slogans
and demanding that the auNew Elections
thoritarian president, who has
in Peru
ruled Peru since 1990, leave of(NY Times) - President fice. There were no immediate
Alberto K. Fujimori of Peru an- reports of violence.
nounced unexpectedly SaturIf the 62-year-old leader folday night that he was calling lows through on his promise to
new elections and would not be step down, he would end a dea candidate.
cade of his increasingly auIn a nationally televised thoritarian leadership of Peru.
speech that surprised his coun- During his time in office, Mr.
trymen, the embattled Peruvian Fujimori overcame a powerful
leader also said that he would Marxist insurgency, tamed hydeactivate the National Intelli- perinflation and forged what
gence Service, whose powerful may be a lasting peace with one
head was accused on Thursday of Peru's historic enemies, Ecuaof offering bribes to an opposi- dor.
tion congressman.
But, he was increasingly criti"I have made the decision, cized for governing autocratifirst, to deactivate the system of cally, with emasculated courts
national intelligence and,, in and congress, long after the
second place, call a general elec- guerrilla threat had subsided.
tion immediately, in which I Serious charges of fraud marred
will not stand," said Mr. his election last May, and his inFujimori, who started a third auguration in July was marked
five- year term only seven by riots, arson, the deaths of six
people and the arrests of 172
weeks ago.
Immediately after the an- people.
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Student Survey Reflects the Profs to Students:
Actual Opinions on Campus We're Watching You
BY TYLER O'BRIEN

News Writer

In April of this year, Trinity
College's Office of Institutional
Research and Planning conducted a survey among students on the "quality of life" at
Trinity. The survey asked questions about student's satisfaction concerning various aspects
of Trinity, ranging from academic to social issues. The final results of the survey were
recently published and contain
some interesting information
Of the 991 surveys originally
sent out, 437 were returned, less
than 25percent of the campus.
Of these responses, 118 were seniors from last year.
Questions about academic
life generated interesting responses. 61 percent surveys returned indicated that students
returned indicated that students were satisfied with the

overall quality of courses at
Trinity.
However, when asked about
the ability to enroll in those
courses, only 29 percent were
satisfied. And only 14 percent
of students were satisfied with
the class registration process, 26
percent being very dissatisfied.
Most of the students 1 talked to
in fact agreed with these findings.
The students were generally
happy with most of their
classes, but disliked the process
of registration week for many
reasons. One student remarked,
"A lot of us have crazy schedules, a lot going on besides just
classes, and having to get all the
various signatures we need is
just another pain."
Some freshmen thought the
whole process sounded very
confusing. A senior backed this
up, stating, "It took me three
years to figure out a good way
to get signed up for all the

classes I wanted."
Many students seemed to
have thought about the topic
before, suggesting different
ways to improve the system. A
number of these students mentioned registration at other
schools, especially those that
have online registration. However, a few students disagreed
with the survey results.
The main disagreements
were that the personal nature of
course registration helped students get to know their teachers and that the process helped
keep the "small school" feel at
Trinity.
Safety issue addressed by the
survey. This faired pretty well
in the results: Only 22 percent
of the respondents were dissatisfied with safety on campus,
while 40 percent were neutral.
And only 17 percent were dissatisfied with residence hall security, compared to 56 percent
See ADMIN on page nine

continued from page one
tual rationale, and that it is routinely abused by students
whose only aim is to lighten
their academic burdens."
Writing Center Senior Lecturer Cynthia Butos chaired the
Academic Affairs Committee,
which authored the motion.
"There was strong feeling by a
lot of faculty that they don't like
pass/fail," Butos stated. "We
thought of the disclosure as a
compromise position."
"It was generally understood
that most students take pass/
fail courses for the "wrong reasons:" to have an easy course
where they can aim for C minus," added Jeff Green '01, one of
three student representatives on
the committee.
However, no current written
record of how students are encouraged to use pass/fail exists.
Both the College Bulletin and
Student Handbook contain
identical definitions of pass/
fail, which only address logistical issues about eligibility and
registration. Likewise, there is
no written policy regarding
anonymity of pass/fail students from their instructors,
and none existed when pass/
fail was instituted in 1966, according to Peter Knapp, College
Archivist.
What the new system will
accomplish remains to be seen.
"We are aware that some students thiiilSifacuky won't like
them if they take a class pass/
fail," stated Butos, adding,
"Maybe it will concern them
that the faculty knows, and we
felt that was ok.
"But our feeling was if students are using pass/fail for the
reasons they're supposed to use
it... it's perfectly understandable."
For the record, the faculty
motion addresses the issue of
fairness, reading: "The faculty
are trusted to deal fairly and
without prejudice toward students who exercise the option."
The motion also noted that
because of required signatures
and the lack of a non-disclosure
clause in the Bulletin, "students
generally assume that the information is shared and open."
The passage of the disclosure
motion is hardly the last of the
pass/fail issue. At least two new
proposals are expected at the

next October faculty meeting.
One would address a loophole
in college regulations, and prohibit the use of pass/fail in interdisciplinary courses, such as
minors, Guided Studies and the
Tutorial College.
A second proposal would
echo the alternate proposal presented September 12 by Professor Chatfield. This plan would
allow professors to designate
their courses ineligible for pass/
fail consideration.
"Just as professors can set enrollment limits," Chatfield's
proposal states, "require or
waive prerequisites, impose
class attendance requirements,
give preference to majors over
non-majors, and define the
character and frequency of assignments, so, it seems to me,
they ought to have full authority to exclude Pass/Low Pass/
Fail students from their
courses."
However, the much debated
plan had some faults, according
to both Butos and Spencer, including problems with multiple-section classes taught by
different professors, such as
Economics 101.
Chatfield is on sabbatical and
unavailable for comment; however Spencer did expect a revised proposal would be ready
for the October meeting.
Despite the faults, the plan
did have some resonance
among faculty .members.
Chemistry Professor Janet
Morrison, for example, stated
that, "If I began to observe deterioration in class performance
among students choosing the
pass/fail option, I would then
not hesitate to designate the
particular course as "non pass/
failSpencer, who attended Trinity with Chatfield in the 1960s,
agrees with the idea of restricting pass/fail. "I've had some dismaying experiences with pass/
fail and I'm trying to reduce the
number of what I see as abuses."
He cites an instance two years
ago when a history major took
his 300-level Civil War history
course pass/fail. "She was obviously taking it pass/fail so that
she would not have to put in too
much work." However, Spencer
added that, "I'm not yet ready to
go to the abolition of pass/fail
in its entirety."

The Stats:
These are the numbers of students who have exercised their
pass/fail option in five recent graduating classes. Students may
only take one class pass/fail per semester and no more than four
total.

1

Pass/Fail
courses taken:

. 0

Class of 1995

1

2

3

4

Total

225

158

71

19

4

477

Class of 1996

215

143

68

21

2

449

Class of 1997

236

150

61

12

1

460

Class of 1998

164

145

103

28

8

448

Class1 of ,1999 ' ' ; 2 2 9 " 166 ' 82 i I 25 ' 2 ' ' 504'"
Information compiled by the Registrar's Office
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Trinity Sends Delegation to Democratic Convention
Wi)t Wcivdtp Ciipob
BY DAVID ALEXANDER

News Writer

While the world watched the
2000 Democratic National
Convention from home, Trinity
students Dan Berman '01, Devin
Goodman '01, Shannon
Stormont '02, David Alexander
'03 and Political Science Professor Peter Burns worked behind
the scenes to make it happen.
The group had the privilege
to work with Trinity Presidential Fellow Jim King who was
the director of the Podium Operation Team af the Staples Center in Los Angeles.
This meant that all five got to
view the Convention from a
most fascinating perspective.
The Podium Team was responsible for managing the speakers
before and after their allotted
speaking time.
Yet the work they did was not
entirely glamorous. Each mem-

ber of Podium Operations had
to arrive in LA. a week early to
set up for the actual Convention, which ran from August 1417. Some of this involved tedious
office work and long days that
began at 8:00 AM and ended at
11:00 PM.
However by the time the Convention actually convened each
Trinity member knew every
inch of the Staples Center, from
the Lakers Locker Room to the
Suite Level. This was crucial because the work that they had to
do involved moving quickly
around the complex with
speakers, staff members and
other officials of the Convention.
During the actual time of the
Convention Trinity's group was
split apart. Prof. Burns was a
speaker tracker. This meant that
he worked with the speaker's
staff to get the speaker in and
out of the event. Dan Berman
and Devin Goodman helped

I'll show you mine if you show me yours:
Dave Alexander '03 compares credentials with

Harry Dobelle, Dan Berman '01, Devin Goodman '01, and Presidential Fellow
James B. King on the podium in Los Angeles.

manage the office convention
site and also did speaker tracking. David Alexander and Shannon
Stormont
worked
backstage in the Podium Operation office. Alexander and
Berman also served as
teleprompter monitors on the
podium and were the only
back-ups in case it broke down.
Also at the convention were
Eleanor King, as well as President Evan Dobelle and son
Harry.
Stormont also participated in
the Washington Center for Internships program at the
nearby University of Southern
California, which included politics classes and lectures "It was
,great ^44${gR4^}WH me,*
different perspective on politics," Stormont commented.
Professor Peter Burns took a
more clinical view of the proceedings, commenting: "In political science, there is a theory
of power and representation
that states that institutions and

candidates gain power by rep- they said. However, I am sure
resenting the most powerful that they have other issue-areas
constituencies. I could see this that concern them that they did
theory come to life in many not discuss. I think that one lesspeeches, including the one son for me is this: how do canmade by one of the members of didates decide what they are
going to say? Based on my expeCongress who I tracked.
"This speech seemed to follow rience, they identify their most
a general pattern of speeches powerful constituencies and
that political candidates/lead- then try to represent them.
ers made to their constituents at
In their own way each memhome (and I mean home, many ber of this Trinity group did
people in the hall do not listen their part to contribute to the
to the speeches.)
Convention. Whether it was es"These candidates tried to corting forty Congresswomen
connect to the powerful con- to the Green Room or organizstituencies that they represent. ing all the signage for Backstage
One candidate made a speech the Trinity group had a great
about labor, another about deal of responsibility and they
health care, another about state- came through on their jobs perJ3pod for Washington DC, and fectly Burns commented,"I was imeach speech made me realize
that candidates (1) identify the pressed by the professional job
powerful constituencies and (2) done by Trinity students. They
craft a message to engage and were an integral part of the
tracking operation -? and they
win over these constituencies.
"This is not to say that the represented the kind of quality
candidates who made these students that this College has to
speeches did not believe in what offer."

CHUCK HENRY

P R O G R A M

New York Delegate Christie Brinkley.

EXPERIENCE

Admin Takes Time to
Get Student Opinion
continued from page eight
at least satisfied. Again, students generally agreed with the
results. A number of students
expressed surprise that 17 percent were dissatisfied, thinking
the number would be much
lower.
Students again compared
Trinity to other schools, commenting that at many other
schools it is much easier for a
non-resident to get into dorms.
And most students agreed on
the neutral rating for overall
campus safety. These students
echoed the remarks of one senior, who said, "safety here has
been getting better, but there
are still places you don't walk
by yourself at night."
Of course, the survey also
covered a wide range of questions about the social aspects of
Trinity life. The results were
most striking in showing a divide of opinion between on and
off-campus opportunities. Almost half the students surveyed
expressed satisfaction with oncampus offerings and opportunities to participate in
extracurricular activities. But

48 percent of students expressed dissatisfaction with access
to
off-campus
opportunities. These findings
especially interested a number
of Trinity students; many were
actually surprised that the last
number wasn't higher. The first
reaction by students to this was
often, "it's true, without a car
there is no real way to get offcampus."
One student had an interesting idea as to why more students weren't dissatisfied: "It's
so hard to get off-campus without a car, most students probably don't know what they're
missing."
. Also interesting to students
were the results exploring
whether or not Trinity's urban
location is an advantage: 51 percent disagreed. Most students
noted that the reason for this
result was due, in a large part,
to the lack of off-campus access.
If you are interested, the results can be found http://
caribou.cc.trinooll.edu/
orgs_localirp/reports/
index.html.
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Trinity, Neighborhood, Celebrate Learning
Corridor Opening; Dedication in Early October
continued from page one
entailed the removal and replacement of 100,000 tons of
soil. At its peak, the construction work force numbered 420
men and women - 30 percent of
whom were Hartford residents.
"We finished on budget and
on time," commented SINA
spokesman Luis Caban. He
went on to say that while some
odds and ends needed to be tied
up, the schools were ready for
use. Currently, over 800 students attend classes at the
Learning Corridor each day,
and the total number of students will increase to 1,480 during the next three years.
The Hartford Magnet School
is admitting one class per year,
so the only students there now
are sixth graders. The enrollment target is 200 students per

Moved from an older site in
the North End, the Montessori
School will accommodate 330
students from across Metro
Hartford and is at approximately 70 percent capacity. Providing instruction from
preschool through grade five,
the school is widely recognized
as a pioneer in innovative teaching to young children. The playground, however, has yet to be
completed, and the school is
seeking private funding to put
this finishing touch on the facility.
The two high school academies give specialized instruction in either math and science
or the fine arts. Area students
typically spend half the day at
their local high school and the
other half at the Learning Corridor. Instructors at these

houses offices for the administration of the Learning Corridor, a cafeteria for the middle
and high schoolers, a full-size
gym and a swimming pool.
Furthermore, the campus has a
420-space parking garage to
accommodate teachers, staff
and students, as well as a large
expanse for playing fields.
While educational facilities anchor this project, related
projects and programs promote
the revitalization of this neighborhood. The Boys and Girls
Club, opened in February 1999,
offers children a safe place to
play and study after school, and
many Trinity students volunteer their time there to play with
and mentor its members.

The Aetna Foundation donated $1 million to establish the
Aetna Center for Families,
which will develop school
readiness for young children,
train day care workers, and provide services for parent education, adult learning and
wellness. Moreover, over 6,000
square feet of retail space has
been constructed on the Washington Street side of the Learning Corridor to allow small
business to provide services to
the campus and the community at-large. Future projects
such as increased job training
for neighborhood residents as
well as the further rehabilitation of area housing stock will
continue to be carried out in the

months and years to come.
"We invited all stakeholders
to participate in defining the
vision and setting the agenda
for renewal of a community
that belonged to all of us," remarked Dobelle. "No solution
was imposed from on high."
As such, in many respects, the
neighborhood also has a different view through the imposing
iron fence. No longer is Trinity
College so removed, so distant
from its surrounding neighborhood.
"Victory is not ours to claim
yet, because there are more
battles to wage," said Dobelle.
"Today we celebrate how far we
have come, but tomorrow our
work continues."

"Victory is not ours to claim yet, because
there are more battles to wage. Today we
celebrate how far we have come, but tomorrow
our work continues." - President Dobelle
class, with 100 students from
the immediate neighborhood,
50 students from other parts of
Hartford and 50 students from
area towns. While this year's
class does not precisely mirror
these figures, James Longo,
principal of the school, is confidant that future classes will.
Presently, there are only 170 students and theschooldoesnot
yet draw from surrounding
towns.

schools are specialists in their
fields, and the facilities amenable to the students are comparable to a college.
For example the Arts Academy has a recording studio, two
performance auditoriums, and
several dance and music practice rooms; the Math and Science
academy
offers
state-of-the-art laboratories
and computer systems.
The commons building

Sharing time at the Montessori Elementary School at the Learning Corridor.
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The Tutorial College: A Sensory Experience
Experiencing Trinity College's newest program with all five of our senses.
quads and floors five and six
have singles. We have two doors
Features Writer
to enter into the building, one of
which doesn't open from the
The author, a member of the outside. This building has been
first sophomore Tutorial Collegedescribed as looking somewhat
classidescribeshernewbuilding like a hotel on the inside, minus
and the experience shared by the fake potted plants in the
hallways and personal baththose who live within it.
Tutorial College, the building rooms for the singles. The baththat is by itself next to MCEC, rooms have two colors of blue
provides a full sensory experi- tile. The furniture and the carence for us sophomores who pet follow a sage-green and
both live and study here. This taupe color scheme. The walls
article describes my personal are painted "Trinity white,"
experience, through my senses, whatever that means.
of living in this building.
The Tutorial College building
So, here I am, sitting at my has a fairly distinct smell. When
desk. Out my window to the we first walk in the front door,
east, 1 can see the roof of Build- we can smell the fresh coat of
ings and Grounds; to the south, paint that was applied to the
I have a clear view of the Con- handrails on the front stairs.
necticut Public Broadcasting Past the stairwell, especially at
building and parking lot. Nei- night, people passing through
ther structure is all that inter- will generally smell good
esting to look at, but off into the things coming from the
BY KATIE LIGHT

smells like our new furniture,
tea, and wet clothes, the last of
which will be explained in the
paragraph on touch. Other
smells, among other things,
common to all dorms are ramen
and popcorn.
The sounds of the Tutorial
College vary greatly. The human-caused noise level tends to
be based on one or all of the following factors: 1. the workload,
2. the day of the week, and 3.
conversation and debate. When
there is a paper due the next day,
the building is fairly silent, save
the sounds of people running
around searching for peer-editors. On days with lighter
workloads, people will take the
opportunity to have music playing so that many people can
hear. This is generally taken as
a sign of "hey, everyone, I'm relaxing," either that or "hey, everyone, I'm procrastinating."

The 2000-2001 Tutorial College

make everything quieter, but
the air-conditioning is obnoxiously loud.
The Tutorial College feels
kind of like other buildings, except newer. It feels clean. Well,
except for that sometimes the
stairs are sticky from spilled
The furniture and the carpet follow a sage-green and taupe color beer and soda. The rooms and
scheme. The walls are painted "Trinity white," whatever that means.the hallways also feel pretty
spacious. Coming from a very
crowded freshman experience
distance I can see trees and hills, kitchen. A lot of people are off The opposite of number two is in Jarvis, I love the feeling of perand even downtown Hartford if the meal plan and so they are number three, noise caused by sonal space. On a more literal
I look closely enough over the taking advantage of the small conversation and debate. Any- level, the carpet feels pretty
roof of MCEC. I am pretty much kitchen area on the first floor. one who enters the building for good underfoot, although it is
visually isolated from the rest of Tonight, the smell consisted of one of the all-College classes fairly firm. The great thing
campus. No one plays frisbee in pasta sauce made from scratch will find many opinionated stu- about the carpet is being able to
the CPTV parking lot and 1 don't and chicken with vegetables. dents who like to share what walk barefoot without having
have a view of a quad or the On rainy days, while sitting in they think or what they have on to worry about nasty things
chapel. The building itself the big meeting room, we can their mind.If thestudents aren't that have been spilled or
looks pretty distinctive. It is smell'wetness Thishap'pefis be- the ones'discussing aricl'debat-' dumped or ground'into the
striped and has a funky cause the downstairs doors are ing, you can bet that the profes- floor over the years. The bedchicken-coop shaped thing at too small for the door frames so sors will be. Another sound, room floors have linoleum —
the top. None of us knows what smells and weather will easily which many people find very think like Frobb floors, but
it really is. Their building con- find their way inside, especially annoying, is the high volume of newer. Linoleum feels very cold,
sists of a basement, main floor, when fall and winter come. the air conditioning vents. Lots especially in the morning. The
and then five floors with rooms Each room has its own distinct of sounds tend to die since the tile floor in the bathroom feels
— floors two through four have smell. My quad's common room ceiling has acoustic panels to really cold, too. Upstairs in the

hall bathrooms for the singles,
the bathroom floor sensory feeling is pretty wet. The shower
drain was not put at the lowest
point in the shower and as a result, the floors flood. On the
topic of "wet," our laundry is
wet. We have washers but the
dryers haven't been properly
hooked up. It is cheaper to dripdry clothes anyway, instead of
having the feeling of bankruptcy from spending a dollar
per twenty minutes to use a
dryer in Summit North. Another feeling that all of us feel
here is tired. We read and read
and read and then discuss and
discuss and discuss and then
write. Then, if we are lucky, we
sleep.

. . • . „ • .

I don't think that the Tutorial
College has a taste. I could be
wrong, though. I have never
tasted the building before, and
neither has anyone else I know.
Let me know if you ever taste
the building and I will add it to
this article.

Why McDonald's is the Cause of All Evil
BY GEOFFREY STEVENS

Senior Editor
As many of you know,
Sodhexo/Mariott decided over
the course of the summer to
limit the students' ability to
transfer meals to the Bistro and
the Cave, forcing many to eat in
Mather, a Dining facility that
most upperclassmen assumed
they would never have to enter
again. Nobody's certain what
made Mariott decide that it
hadn't done enough to alienate
the student body; we only know
that it has unquestionably succeeded in doing so. 1 don't know
a single junior or senior, including myself, who has remained

I'd be, but I'm hardly eating any
at all. Instead, I've just been
withdrawing money from my
food account and going to KFC
and Burger King (I refuse to eat
at McDonald's anymore—bad
. experience with the Nuggets),
taking a fifteen minute drive, as
opposed to a five minute walk.
But this is not an article about
campus food, how crappy it is,
or how demonically evil
Marriott is. This is an article
about what my eating routine
has turned into after the meal
plan and why you should avoid
such a routine as if your life depended on it.
What's odd about my newfound eating routine is how

ways end up angling my colossal Buick into one drive through
or another, trying to not hit the
curb as I wind around the back
of the restaurant.
It comforts me to eat fast food.
It comforts me because it's just
like the food at home. I link my
wistful childhood memories
with greasy Big Macs and
Whoppers because that's all I
ate when I was a kid. It reminds
me of Philly and suburbs just
like it reminds everyone else in
this nation of where they grew
up eating sleazy cow meat. I
grew up with this food, I know
that the double whopper meal
here is going to be exactly the
same as the ones I get at the

like if you get to run the show,
if you get to call the shots. All
I'm doing is being lulled into a
suspended adolescence of inaudible drive- through intercoms
and empty calories. What's
worse, is that I get the feeling
that this is a phenomenon that's
happening all over the world or,
at least, to the twenty or so
people that I talk to on this campus.

What's odd about my new-found eating routine is how rarely (not
once since I've been back to school) 1 eat at any non-chain restaurant.
on the meal plan.
Before the year began, knowing that I'd be living on the
north side of campus, 1 thought
I'd be completely dependent on
the Bistro. So,mylifeinHansen
is suddenly lacking the great
number of American Clubs and
English Beefeaters that 1
thought I'd be eating all year
long. I'm still drinking as much
English Beefeater as I thought

rarely (not once since I've been
back to school) I eat at any nonchain restaurant. Sure, I may
shed the beef/chicken habit
and take the rare trip to the border for some Chihuahua meat,
but never do I dare frequent a
restaurant that doesn't have representation in my hometown. I
may set out with intentions of
eating something new and interesting and exciting but al-

Bryn Mawr Burger King outside
Philly. There are never any surprises with what you eat at a
chain restaurant. You know
that you're going to get exactly
what you think you're going to
get. You take no risks with what
you're eating, and it's comforting.
But that's a false comfort. I
came to college to get out on my
own, to experience what life's

It's not only true of fast food,
either. A decade ago, the only
major chain diners in existence
were IHOP and Denny's (each a
beacon of quality food at a low
price with friendly service).
Now, a ten years later, you can't
go down any four lane road
without happening on a Chili's,
see FOOD on Page 14
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Tapas Offers Exciting Cuisine, Informal Space
Varied Menu Features Mediterranean and Middle Eastern Creations at Reasonable Prices
BY DIANA POTTER
* Connoisseur of Fine
Cuisine

Last Friday, when my friend
Kate and I simply could not
stomach Mather Commons any
longer, and were determined to
eat a decent meal, we travelled
to Tapas, on New Britain Ave., in
West Hartford. Tapas is famous
for its Greek, Mediterranean
and Middle Eastern offerings.
The atmosphere of Tapas is
cozy, as if one is personally invited to join the Greek family at
their restaurant. While the
space can feel cramped and
noisy, the hustle and bustle is
comforting if you are looking for
a relaxed, enjoyable time.
At Tapas, be sure to check out
the blackboard full of specials.
The restaurant advertises itself
as "ever changing fresh food,"
and with over 150 different specials offered each week, the
claim is valid. "Fifty percent of
our sales are specials which we

hummus fan, so she had to order the hummus platter for
$8.50. It came with soft tortilla
triangles, sour cream, onions,
tomatoes, lettuce, shredded carrots, black olives, and lots of the
best hummus around.
Other dishes to check out include the house's signature
Mediterranean salad: a pile of
greens garnished with feta
cheese, olives, onions and tomatoes and surrounded by
hummus, moussaka, tabbouleh
and stuffed grape leaves. It is
served with warm pita bread,
and goes for $9.25 ($5.75 for a
half portion). Another popular
creation is the Chicken
Mykonos: poached chicken
breast, cheese, fresh dill, and a
light cream sauce wrapped in
fillo, for $8.25. Most of the entrees can either be ordered
alone, or as part of a platter
which includes a Greek salad
and the rice of the day.
For my dessert, I had to try
the baklava, which is a flaky
pastry with nuts and sticky

the scenery. Be sure to take a
peak at the mirrors (but don't

ing crowded. It reminded me of
a restaurant in Virginia Beach
where you can graffiti all over
the walls. I want to be able to
draw on that chalkboard.
Maybe I should get a job there.
Kate just likes the food. She
wants more hummus.
Oh, and by the way, while you
are at Tapas, check out the wa iters. They are pretty cute. Our
waiter wanted us to have a real
Greek experience, so he was a
little mad when Kate ordered
the Chocolate Mouse Cake instead of the Baklava. But what
can I say? Kate is a chocolate
kind of girl. She is the kind of
girl who would order the
"Chocolate Orgasm" from the
Rosie's Bakery Stand in Boston's
South Station (Oh, wait, that
was me!). She is more all-American than Greek. Me, 1 am some
kind of mutt.

(the bus stop is right outside the
main gate) and ring the bell
when you see the florescent
sign for Tapas.

As if this were not enough, the grilled tenderloin roast beef, with garlic mashed potatoes and
a wild mushroom salad is also seductive.
change daily," says Tapas
founder Ted Vetter.
"Last week's special was corn
meal crusted rainbow trout,
with tomato and cilantro salsa
and chipotle sour cream," says
restaurant manager Chris
Keesling. As if this were not
enough, the grilled tenderloin
roast beef, with garlic mashed
potatoes and a wild mushroom
salad is also seductive.
1 ordered the Gyros (pronounced Yee-ros) Special for
$6.75. The gyros is by far the best
of Greek food in my opinion.
One can order lamb, beef or
chicken (or in my case, a bit of
it all) rolled up in a yeasty Greek
tortilla with sour cream, onions,
and a special Greek cucumber
sauce, which is so special that
we can't tell you what is in it.
Kate, on the other hand, is a

PH

honey which is so gooey that to
get the full effect you must eat
it with your fingers (But please
use a fork in the restaurant!).
Other desert specials include:
"Peanut Butter Bash;" "Key Lime
Pie" and "Chocolate Raspberry
Mudslide." While the lettering
of the specials board is beautiful, the desserts really are works
of art, all gooey with whipped
cream and chocolate.
Kate is a bit more conservative, so she went for the chocolate mousse cake. I was forced to
have a bite. When ordering, I
was torn between baklava and
chocolate mousse cake. I was
having problems. I think 1 got
over them because I polished off
the rest of Kate's cake the next
day from the refrigerator.
As we sat back and enjoyed
our meals, we further examined

Okay, well enough about the
eat freaks. More about the restaurant. Tapas is located on New
Britain Ave., just about a mile
from campus and is really easy
to get to. Just hop on the Q bus

If you are driving there, it is
almost easy to miss, so you'll
want the person in shotgun to
keep a lookout. You'll notice the
red and green flashing neon
sign on the right side of the road

as you are travelling west.
Bring some cash; you don't
have to go overboard, because
the prices are reasonable, but
make sure to leave a generous
tip. Overall we found Tapas to
be a terrific restaurant well
worth undergraduate attention.
Tapas is heated at 1150 New
Britain Ave., in West Hartjord.lt
is open for dinner seven days a
week, andjor lunch every day
but Sunday.
Tapas accepts most major
credit cards. Call 5214609 for
reservations and further information.

Learn how the world works...
, .^,;,
'*>'* ^ ;*

Study abroad in 2 0
international cities
with Boston University

Top Ten Bumper Stickers You
Don't Want to See

O

10. Go Yankees.
9. Jack Daniels: a tired trucker's best friend.
8. Don't let the machine control you. Ignore
traffic lights!
7. My kid beats his teacher.

Australia
Belize
China
Ecuador
England
France

6. I break for asphalt.
5.1 break for hookers.
4. Proud Great-Great-Great-Grandmother of an
Honors Student.
3. Professor behind the wheel
2. Signaling is overrated.

Ph 61/3« 9888* P.« 61
Vi'ob w w w bu cclu/abrqacl « Fm.ul. abro,uIWbu edu

1. Wesleyan University.
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Olympic Popularity
How TO BE POPULAR
1

'* An Olympic Brian Nanos joint

Let me say, for the benefit of those of
you who do not know me, that I am the
most popular person at this college. I
only say this because some people might
see that I'm always coming up with new
ways of being popular, and they get the
impression that 1 am... well, desperate.
The real reason that I look for new
ways to become more popular, is that I'm
sure that there are many of you out there
who would like to be as popular as me
one day. Because of this, and because I
know that not all of you were blessed
with the same boyish good looks that 1
have, I'm always thinking of ways that
you can be come popular too. So; it
should be noted that 1 am not looking for
ways to become popular for myself, because I am already popular. Instead, I am
looking for ways that you, the reader, can
become popular.
The latest of my ideas came tome this
weekend. On Saturday night, I was sitting in my room with nothing to do, so I
decided to watch some of Saturday
Night Live. Instead of SNL, however, the
television network was showing Olympic Men's Gymnastics. I found it odd that
men's gymnastics, Olympic or otherwise, would ever be televised.
Then I realized that this is a very special time for all those who hope to be
popular and are not so already. Now is a
time when things like men's gymnastics
that formerly had no chance of being
popular can suddenly become of national interest. This is an Olympic year.
My first idea was to gain popularity by
becoming an Olympic athlete. 1 figured
xT\»t there Is. any number of useless
evenrs <u rhe Olympics, so it should be
easy lor a relatively active guy such as
myself to enter one of them. For example, walking is an Olympic sport.

Looking for something to do, 1 walk
around this campus almost every weekend. How hard could it be to become an
Olympic walker when in the Olympics
they even give you the advantage of
walking sober?
However, it was brought to my attention that in order to be an Olympic athlete, I had to compete in National
Championships that had already taken
place. I then began to look for other ways
to use the Olympics in order to gain
popularity for someone who, unlike
myself, isn't greatly popular.
I realized that in an Olympic year, anything with the word "Olympic" in front
of it becomes vastly more popular that
it was before. Ask a television executive
to televise synchronized swimming, and
he'll laugh in your face. Ask him to televise "Olympic Synchronized Swimming" and he'll jump all over it.
Unfortunately, I don't have a lot of money
to spend. Otherwise I would have myself named "The Official Brian Nanos of
the Olympic Games."
Instead, I'm just going to add the
simple word "Olympic" to the front of
my name.
Before I changed my name, when I
used my best pick up line (usually "Babe,
if you were words on a page of the Trinity Tripod, you'd be fine print.") most
women responded as if they were a television executive who had been asked to
televise synchronized swimming. When
"Olympic Brian Nanos" uses the same
line, however, who's to say that they won't
jump all over him?
From this idea, I got many others.
Maybe people would like the food at
Mather Hall if they called it "Olympic
food." Perhaps the Trustees should call
every decision that they make an "Olympic Decision"
"
' "''
\[ the word Olympics can make
women's sports popular for a year, maybe
it can work for anything.

Crossword 101
" Hydrotherapy "
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FRankfe's
Tanot
You are mentally stimulated this
week by anything that is big and
shiny.

LlbRA

MAR 21 -APR 19

£~f~&

SEJT25-OCT22 - L
Someone who knows you will be having great problems this week. Perhaps
the cause of their problems is that they
know you. In fact, I'm rather sure of it.
So take a hint and get lost.

:

38 Camden Yard player
39 Tolstoy's Karenlna
40 Excuse
42 Spat
43 More humble
45 S. E. Asian country
47 Miscued
48 Rajah's wife
49 Dynamite
50 Domesticate
52 Irish Gaelic
54 Chicken Little for one
58 Like the Old Bucket
62 First woman AG
SZBIighorKidd
66
Brute
67 Claw
68
68
70
71

French 101 verb
Remain as is
Stairs
Fish eggs

DOWN
1 K2 Whitney & Wallach

3 Volcanic rook
4 Italian city
5 Craze
6

carte

v

• ••

.-, .*.]

Do you ever get the feeling that you're
no alone and that someone is watching you? Virgos are selfish enough
to think that someone actually cares
enough to be watching them. Cut it
out.

Scomo
This week, you'll be very proud of the
good grades that you received in the
classes that you are taking this year.
You'll show off these marks to all of
your friends, who will then leave you
because you are a dork.

•4

TAURUS

'

J)

APR 20 - MAY 20

You're horoscope says to quit bothering me for your horoscope. The future will happen when it happens, so
don't worry about it.

GEMINI
MAY 21 -XIN2O

Accept nothing just because people
say that it is true. I know someone
who would tell you that the food here
is (good, Ihat just goep^^hpiv.jjipq*'
that when someone tells you that you
look good, she's probably just lying.

DEC22-JAN I?

AQUARIUS
is
Sometimes you can talk until you are
blue in the face and still not get tired
of your own voice. Of course, everyone else will be tired of it, but you
won't be, and so you'll never stop talking. Or, at least, that's what it will
seem like to everyone else.

36 Troublemaker

ARILS

OCT2.5-NOV21

15 Let do
1fi Hairdo
i7F/a(e/y's creation
19 Follows Big or Down
20 Ethiopian lake
21 Rayons'
23 Retired
26 Biblical garden
27 Non-Com
30 Make fuzzy
32 Throbbed

FL& i?-MAR 20

You will become confused this week.
This wasn't very hard for me to predict. Don't ask me what it is what will
confuse you because 1 don't really
care.

After consulting with a financial
consultant you will realize that
money is in fact, good to have, but
pard to earn a lot of. Good for you.

1 Gibson & Brooks
5 Wagner's overture
10 Reed instrument

FlSCLS

VIRGO
AU6 25-5E.IT 22

CAFRICORN

ByEdCanty

19,2000

Lucky you, this week you will fall in
love... with yourself. This week has
in store for you, countless hours in
front of the mirror. Too bad no one
else ever falls in love with you.

ft

CANCUR
JUN2I -JUL.22

At some moments in our lives we are
faced with seemingly impossible
choices. This week, you will be faced
with one of those moments. Let me
help you. One large cheese, and one
large pepperoni.

Lxo
XIL25-AUG22
A very wise man once said, "Nothing
that is worth knowing can be taught."
Too bad you will never be quoted like
that. Perhaps it's because you will
never be a very wise man.

Evil Empire of Fast Food
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Arm bone
Pele's specialty
Famous Boss
New Jersey resort
Catamaran
Belgian River
Newts

(8 Jewish leader
22 Precedes down or up
24 "Pomp & Circumstance"
composer
25 Distribute
27 Disgrace
28 DOA
29 Laser printer ne&d
31 Inner sell
33. Lift
34 Petite
35 Remove flab
37 Freshwater listi
38 Edmonton player
41. Poison.

By GFR Associates E-Mail: EDCM32@nol.com
Mail's GFR, P.O. Box 461, Scbenectady, NY 12301

44 Dutch treat
46 Fabled person
48 Fix a chair
51 Drizzles
53 Diner
54 Greek god of war
55 Latvian
56 Pot starter
57 Story
59 O.J. trial witness
60 Ireland
61 Compass pts.
64 Constable

65 Ques. retort
Quotable Quqte
"Unfortunately our
affluent society has
also been an
I effluent society."
. , , Hubert H, Humphrey

Continued from FOOD on Page 12
a Houlihan's, an Outback Steakhouse, a
TGI Fridays, or some other obnoxious
haven for kitsch- laden old coca cola ads
and other mass produced symbols of the
American identity.
Where did the market for this crap
come from? When did Americans decide that six or seven supremely irritating chain restaurants could satisfy their
life's dining needs?
I wasn't at that meeting. I didn't agree
to those terms. I don't want to eat there.
I want to be brave. Like Canned Heat
says, I want to go up the country, to some
place where I've never been before. If this
means eating at places that I, likewise,
have never been before, then so be it.
In'the develdped spheres of the Pacififc,
thefrfe'aren't ah^ locally-(jwn.eH "Pizfza
Places, only t h e Hut arid tJdmmoes.' In
the US, Burger Chains are slowly chip-

ping away at the mom and pop owned
businesses, populating all roads in our
great country with an endless array of
white KFC signs, Burger King logos and
yellow luminescent Golden arches. You
can go anywhere in the US and eat,
within a variety of price ranges, the same
exact food that you get at home. I'm not
a shill for the burger business. Others
protest for equal rights, abortion rights,
or against the IMF.
Screw that, I'm going to hit a little
closer to home—do something that directly affects everyone on this campus,
even that two foot tall freshman. I'm going to blow up Burger King, blow up all
fast food chains.
I'm going to kill everyone who was
ever even remotely involved with any
chain diner, to be sure that.the evil
c ^ n ' t j ^?^ e ( tack, More irnportantly,
Fm
g9ffi&£q Preserve .wfrat little bitof
distinct regional culture that remains in
America.
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Coyote Ugly: Hoot, Howl, And Let It All Out
BY DIANA POTTER

Arts Editor

The Flick Chick is back. Am I the
only one who thought Coyote Ugly
was the best movie ever? This chick
flick is based on the story of a real bar
in NYC, and is full of heated emotional issues, which is what makes the
film work.
The story in itself is a bit sad. It is
all about father-daughter relationships and a young woman growing up
and trying to understand her sexuality and be sexy and cool without being a "slut".
It really hits home because it is what
many girls are struggling with, myself
included. Let us start from the end and
work backwards. Piper Perabo plays Violet Sanford, a college student from New
Jersey who wants to go to New York City
to become a singer. The end of the film is
perhaps the most crucial to its tone and
mood. Violet's father comes to watch his
daughter sing and he is proud of her despite his strongly held beliefs about how
men and woman should behave. It is all
about fatherly love and accepting a
daughter as being her own unique person and letting go of the reigns.
I suppose some people might object
to the film's perhaps over-sexualization of women, but I would ask these
people to consider the following two
facts. Fact 1:1 am a feminist. Fact 2:1
have no trouble referring to myself as
a girl.
Do you have a problem with that? Are
you threatened or offended by the term?
If so, maybe you should stop reading
right now, go take a long, hot bath, maybe
paint your toenails, spend some time
leafing though a trashy woman's magazine and try to remember what's nice

WWW.MOV1ES.YAHOO.CQM

Piper Perabo as the next Shania Twain, belting it ina club in New York

about being female.
Get it?
It's not that I disagree entirely with
criticism of the term. At times, I think
using it is wholly inappropriate and
demeaning—I would never, for example, refer to equal rights as a "girls'

[The film] is all about father-daughter relationships
and a young woman growing up and trying to
understand her sexuality and be sexy and cool without
being a "slut"
issue." But I also believe that when it
is used in the proper context, with the
proper tone, the word "girl" can be very
useful, providing women with some
critical, life-simplifying tools. For instance:
1. It provides women with a handy
way to protect their privacy. If you're trying to avoid a dialogue with a man, for
example, you simply wave your hand.

Austin Arts Fall Preview
A Fall Guide To the Arts At Trinity College
COMPHJED BY A M Y BUCHNER

Arts Editor

Austin Arts Center has a wealth of
exciting artistic events in store for the
Trinity community this semester. Listed
below are detailed descriptions of many
of the interesting musical, dance, theatrical and visual art venues that ought not
to be missed.
For the dance-lovers, the Seabury 47
Series will continue to provide first rate
choreography and dance in informal settings with informative question and answer
sessions
following
the
performances. All Seabury 47 Series programs take place in Studio 47 of Seabury
Hall. Admission is free.
This fall, Trinity hosts several talented
dancers. This Wednesday, September 20
at 7:30 PM, Lani Nahele, a postmodern
dancer and choreographer, will perform
solo works that combine dance with the
Brazilian martial art capoeria and action

talents of Marlies Yearby in Marlies
Yearby'sMovin'SpiritsDanceTheaterat
Austin Art Center's Goodwin Theater on
Friday and Saturday, September 29-30 at
8 PM. Marlies Yearby, acclaimed choreographer of Broadway's Rent and former
member of the Urban Bush Women, will
share her exciting blend of hip-hop,
Latin, African, jazz, modern dance, and
Hatiian styles mixed with scats, chants,
and melodic vocals. Through solo and
group works in a variety of energetic performances she will address cross-cultural issues. Tickets cost $12 for general
admission, $8 for non-Trinity students
and seniors, and tickets are free with a
Trinity ID.
Performances in the musical realm are
just as exciting. Soprano Elizabeth Lyra
Ross 74 joins pianist and Chair and Professor of the Department of Music
Gerald Moshell in an evening recital on
Friday, September 22 at 8 PM in Austin
Arts Center's Goodwin Theater. Ross,
who has played the title roles in Tosca,

Seabury 47 Series will continue to provide first rate
choreography and dance in informal settings with
informative question and answer sessions following
the performances.
theater. Nahele was a member of the
Trisha Brown Dance Company from
1985-1992 and has studied several
schools of dance including Body-Mind
centering, which plays an instrumental
role in her creative work.
The series will also bring New York
City-based choreographer and modern
dancer Heidi Latsky to its studio on
Wednesday, October 25 at 7:30 PM to perform solo work as well as the premiere
of a piece created, for and performed by
Trinity Theater and Dance students.
Trinity will also be showcasing the

and say, "Oh don't worry about it—this is
a girl thing."Even the most bravely feministic man will automatically assume
you are talking about some hideous oozing cyst or feminine hygiene problem
and will only be too willing to change
the subject.

Aida, and Madame Butterfly and has
performed with the Metropolitan and
New York City Operas, will perform operatic arias, songs by African-American
composers, as well as Broadway
showtunes. Admission is free.
Instructors of the Music Department's
private lessons program combine to
form the New England Jazz Ensemble.
Together, Walt Gwardyak (piano), Mike
Asetta (bass), and Arti Dixson (drums)
will perform From Beebop to Contemporary, a collection of catchy jazz standards
see FALL page sixteen

2. It also provides a handy way to
preserve independence. If you need a
night alone, or a night out with a close
friend, you simply say, "This dinner is
just girls—you wouldn't be interested."
This tactic is similar to the privacyprotector above: no matter how serious
your plans, the man will instantly assume a horde of women cackling
about shoes, contraception and other

women, and he will have no desire to
intrude or interfere with your solitude.
It offers women, most of whom are secretly burdened by a poorly understood
perfectionist gene that causes them to be
ceaselessly hard on themselves, a critical way to excuse the inevitable moment
of imperfection, (e.g. the random bout of
weakness or immaturity, the occasional
shopping binge, or the premenstrual
moment of explosive rage).
"Oooops!" you say. "Sorry! Just acting
like a girl." The man you say this to may
roll his eyes or take on an expression of
disgust; no matter—the point is, you'll
have given yourself permission to do
something you rarely do: let yourself off
the hook.
And that is exactly what this film accomplishes. It allows women to do just
that: let themselves off the hook for two
hours. This upbeat, girls-night-out film
full of sexy clothing, awesome music and
dancing even includes a cute, little romance and an actual plot.
The protagonist, Violet, (or "Jersey"
as she is referred to) has goals and aspirations—to become a singer—and
she just has to take a different route to
get there.
But the scene which really made the
movie work was where Violet's father
walks into Coyote Ugly and sees her
dancing and spraying men with beer. It
is here where he makes the heartwrenching statement, "You are an embarrassment to the family. Your mother
would turn over in her grave."
But this is what all great movies are
all about. They are supposed to make
you think, and to touch and move you.
So I give this movie seven stars and encourage people to put aside their abhorrence of LeAnn Rhimes and give this
movie a chance. Oh yeah, and buy the
soundtrack too. It's awesome.

Questions? Ideas? Issues?

An Invitation to Lunch
Join Vice President for
Student Services Sharon
Herzberger, Dean of Students
Mary Thomas and their guest
Amy Howard (Director of
Campus Life) for lunch!
Mather Hall
12 Noon
September 21v2000
This is your opportunity to bring ;
attention to any issues, questions, and
ideas you would like to see addressed.
If you would like to attend but are not
on the meal plan, simply leave, your
name at the check-in table at Mather,
We hope <
tp> see you there!
'V

''
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've Got Maine,
We've Got Twain
The Mark Twain House

Looking to improve your European
sex appeal? Get some tips from the
new French film, Humanite. This
film's got it all: sex, drugs, "modern
messed up love," (Advocate) and it
stars Jack&Jill's sexy Amanda Peet.
Okay, she might have big teeth, but
she gets the guys. She rocks my world.
I'm a girl and 1 think she is sexy!

Well, we blew it this week. Unfortunately we are going to have to send
you down to Yale to party with those
Yalies at the Dar Williams concert.
Just don't be intimidated by their
overcoats and spectacles. Remember
your Trinity pride when you enter
Toad's Place (300 York St) on September 19 (oh, that is tonight) at 8pm. Call
(203) 624-8623. Tickets range from
$17.50 to $20.

COURTESY OF THE MARK TV&IN HOUSE

Visit this national historic monument: The Mark Twain House, home of one of
American's best loved authors and humorists.
BY DIANA POTTER

Arts Editor

Looking for a good book to read?
Check out Robert Kennedy: His Life
by Evan Thomas. Want to know more
about the myth behind the
Kennedys? As Micheal Lind from the
New YorkTimes Book Review writes,
"A new life of Robert Kennedy finds
him less liberal and less intellectual
than myth would have it." (509 pages
with pictures too. New York: Simon
and Schuster, $28) Available at Borders Books and Music on 59 Pavilions
Drive.

It seems fitting that the Jane Comfort and Company Center for Arts,
Theater at Wesleyan University will
be performing their latest work, Asphalt, as they have a lot more asphalt
on their campus than we do here at
Camp Trin-Trin. So go on down, see
the show, and then come back and
relish in the thick green grass of the
quad.
,'-..:

Fall Season At Austin Arts
con tin uedfrom page fifteen
from the later half of the twentieth century, Wednesday October 4 at 12:15 PM
in Austin Arts Center's Garmany Hall.
Admission is free.
Chair of the Music Department and
Professor of Music Gerald Moshell teams
up with soprano Lucy Shelton in Pei rrot
Lunaire on Saturday and Sunday October 14 and 15 at 8 PM in Garmany Hall.
Sheldon, who has sung with the London
Symphony, the New York Philharmonic,
the Los Angeles Philharmonic and the
Chicago Symphony, will star in this
staged performance of Schoenberg's
Pierrot Lunaire accompanied by a
chamber orchestra.
The performance will also include
Berio's Sequenza III and works by
Stravinsky, R. Strauss,
and
Rachmaninoff. The chamber orchestra, conducted by Professor Moshell,
includes: CyrusStevens (violin and
viola), Julie Ribchinsky (cello), Grieg
Shearer (flute), Ronald Krentzman
(clarinet), and Linda Laurent (piano).
Tickets cost $8 general admission, $5
for seniors and non-Trinity students,
and admission is free with a Trinity ID.
The theater-world has just as many
exciting projects planned. The
Seabury 19 New Work Series provides
free theatrical works by Theater and
Dance students in Studio 19 of
Seabury Hall
This fall, the series offers Mask Improvisations, a series of pieces performed by Theater and Dance
students under the direction of fellow
students Justin Ball '01 and Kevin
Pemoulie '01. These pieces were created through improvisational mask
work and will be performed Thursday,
September 28 at both 4:15 and 8 PM.
Later in the semester, Theater and
Dance directing students will perform
10-minute plays selected from the fine?t
short play classics. Come see l6-min'ute
playlets by your favorite playwrights on

Do you ever get lonely here at
Trinity? I sometimes do. When I get
in this mood 1 always find comfort
in the city.
So 1 am glad I am
not at Colby where
there are only trees
and cats and dogs
which can make a
person even more
homesick.
So last weekend 1
when I was in this
lonely, ramblin'-rover
mood, 1 decided to
check out the Mark
Twain House.
If there is only one
reason to visit the
Mark Twain House, it
is the tour guide,
Chris. Do yourself a
favor and ask for him.
You are invited as a special guest on
a tour of "Sam's" house.
(Just in case you didn't know ,
Mark Twain's real name was Samuel
Clemens. Actually, here's a fact for
your English professor: Mark Twain
got his pen name from his ferry boat
days on the Mississippi when he had
to measure the water depths in fathoms and the routine was to call back
and forth, "Mark!" "Twain!"
Because each person who visits
The Mark Twain House is treated as
if a special guest, the door is held
open for you and you are permitted
to enter the parlor, a dark, mahogany-panelled room below the
winding staircase.
Next you enter the drawing room.
Although most pieces of furniture
are replicas of the original pieces,
this is the time to visit, as presently
the original side-board is on loan
due to the filming of a Ken Burns
documentary which will air on PBS
one year from now.

work, life and times."
Here one can actually see the
house where Twain wrote some of
the great American novels, Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer and my favorite, Puddin' Head Wilson and
Other Stories.
When you go up the stairs, be sure
to hold on to the banister. Why? Because
this is the only original thing in the house
that you will be able
to touch. And when
you get to Sam's bedroom, if Chris doesn't
tell you the story
about Mark Twain
snoring, be sure to remind him to. And
make sure to ask him
to tell you how many
cigars Twain smoked
per day. And, and this
is really important,
ask him to tell you
who designed the
house.
But perhaps the best room in the
whole house is the billiard room up
in the attic: "The game of billiards
destroyed my naturally sweet
dispotion" (Twain, 1906).
(Not that the bathrooms and the
intercom system aren't fascinating.)
But, back to the billiard room. Check
out the ceiling. That in itself is a reason to visit the house. And don't forget to sign the guest book before you
leave.
The Twain house is located on
Farmington Avenues and is free to
Trinity students, but students don't
get a discount in the gift shop. That
privilege is only for professors.
If you want a little more culture,
you can also visit the Harriet
Beecher Stowe House and meet Sam's
contemporary, Harriet.
For a truly unique, spiritual
experince, you can also visit the
Asylum Hill Congregational Church
on, you guessed it, Asylum Avenue

Thursday, October 19 at both 4:15 and 8
PM in Studio 19.
Trinity is also extremely excited to
show Nobel Prize Laureate Derek
Walcott's play, Ti-Jean and His Brothers, in Goodwin Theater Thursday
through Saturday, October 26-28 at 8
PM.
The play, which tells the story of
three brothers living under colonial
conditions through the use of Calypso,
Carnival traditions, and moonlight
storytelling, will emerge out of the
collaboration of director Tony Hall,
Trinity Artist-in-Residence and West
Indian actor, director and playwright,
and Trinity students.
Students will also work alongside of
Peter Minshall, of Olympic Games design fame, to provide scenic and costume design.
This amazing
collaboration of talent should bring
forth a production not to be missed.
General admission is $8, $5 for seniors
and non-Trinity students, and free
with a Trinity ID.
Austin Arts Center has an amazing
number of events lined up for this semester. For more in-depth listings and information about these events and other
events to come visit Austin Arts Center's
website at www,trincoll.edu/"aac or call
But perhaps the best room in the whole house is the
the Box Office at (860) 297-2199. Visa
billiard room up in the attic: "The game of billiards
and Mastercard are accepted at the Box
destroyed my naturally sweet disposition" (Twain,
Office. Box Office hours are Sunday
through Thursday 1-9 PM and Friday
1906).
through Saturday 1-6 PM. Tickets are free
with a Trinity ID and discount rates for
In the next room, be sure to notice where Twain used to go to church.
students, seniors, and groups are avail- the quotation carved above the fireYou can even visit his personal pew.
able.
place: "The ornament of a house is Then, of course, there is the Old
Don't miss these exciting events or the friends who frequent it." Chris State House, the Capital, The Colt
Austin Arts Center's Widener Gallery, a makes sure that you understand that Gun Manufacturing Company, the
showcase for exhibits by students and you are the next generation of the Bushnell, The Park, The Arch.... The
outside artists. The Gallery is adjacent friends of "Sam."
list goes on and on...
to the two large theaters and is open
The mission of the Mark Twain
For more information on The Mark
House is to "foster an appreciation.of Twain House and museum hours call
; daily from 1-6 PM. Currently, the Studio
'Arts Annual. 2000, an exhibit of works~ I Mark Twain as pner of our nation's (860)247:099$, extension 26 or visit
by studio' arts student's from last year! is defining cultural figures and to there wetisite'at "www.hdrtnet.orQ/
being shown in the gallery.
demonstrate this continuing of his twain.
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Annual Freshman A Cappella Concert Welcomes
New Members And Bids Farewell To A Friend
BY ADRIAN KUDLER
l

-

Arts Writer

The annual a cappella show
last Friday evening was
crowded, rowdy and hot.
Hamlin Hall was packed with
students sitting on tables,
windowsills and the floor, and
standing shoulder to shoulder
to catch Trinity's four a cappella
groups.
The event gave students a
chance to hear The Pipes, The
TriniTones, After Dark and The
Accidentals perform. Auditions
were held after the concert for

The Pipes, joined by six
alumni members of the group,
seemed to have the most fun of
anybody Friday night. Junior
Steven Bonsu treated the audience to his dancing during the
Chilli Pepper's "Soul to Squeeze,"
and sophomore Paige Ambrose
really belted out Crow's "Strong
Enough."
"We thought it went really
and we're excited about starting
a new year," commented Pipes
director, senior Dan McDevit,
after the show.
The all-male After Dark sang
a shorter (but still sweet) set after The Pipes. Marc Cohn's

HANNAH CANT

The Pipes perform earlier this semester.
freshmen or other students in- "Walking in Memphis" benefitterested in joining one of the ted from soloist's strong, clear
groups.
voice, and Paul Simon's "DiaThe evening lead off with the monds on the Souls of her
coed Pipes, singing a spirited Shoes," was fun with all of its
version,, of the Indigo Girls' Alncandrum beats.
The members" of the
"C-ialileo," followed by songs
from Sheryl Crow and the Red TriniTones, the only all-female
Hot Chilli Peppers, as well as the a cappella group on campus, remore traditional tunes "White ally embrace their girly role,
playing it up for terrific effect.
Room" and "Home Again."

On Friday, the ladies walked in
singing "Stealin"' (about dating
a married man), and continued
with a mock-serious rendition
of the Backstreet Boy's 1999 classic "I Want it That Way."
The TriniTones are the real
performers of the four a
cappella groups, the often add
little movements or dance steps
to punctuate the lyrics of a particular song, as on "The Peppermint Twist," and their teasing
"TriniTone Blues," lamenting
the lack of good men on the
Trinity campus.
The girls are cute, but also
very talented, as they proved on
their more serious songs, especially one on which senior
Caroline Montgelas soloed with
terrific feeling.
Rounding out the evening
was the all-male group, The
Accidentals, who also get fun in
their performances. During senior Devin Goodman's solo in
"My Girl," he lead the group to
an unsuspecting young woman
in the first row, and the guys serenaded her. "Good ol' A
Cappella" was upbeat and very
event-appropriate,
while
alumni Brendan Way's solo in
"Change in My Life" was mellow and beautiful.
The concert ended on a bittersweet note, when The
Accidentals made a tribute to
member Peter Toebe, who died
this past summer.
Director Tim O'Brien lead the
group in singing Kenny Rogers's
"Gambler," which was "a song:
fPeter] always wanted to do. It
kind of became a running joke,"
according to O'Brien. "I felt we
needed to do somethin remembering him," he adds, "the more

HANNAH CANT

The Trinitones perform in Hamlin Hall last Friday in efforts to
recruit new members.
1 listened to 'Gambler,' I realized
The auditions held later that
it's kind of eerie, it really per- night and throughout the rest of
sonified him. We we felt we the weekend are what will dewanted to do was sing a song fine the groups for the rest of the
that grieved Pete,but that isalso year. "We had a pretty good
a celebration." The song was turnout, we think we're going to
chosen not only for Toebe's at- get some good new members
tachment to it, but also because this year," McDevit says of The
it is easily recognizable, and it Pipes prospects. O'Brien feels
will become a part of The similarly
about
The
Accidentals' oeuvre for the year. Accidentals' immediate future.
However, the group's rendi- Deliberations over new memtion at the Friday concert was bers took five hours, but he feels

"We thought it went really and we're
excited about starting a new year,"
commented Pipes director, senior Dan
McDevit, after the show.
singular and a particularly
well-done tribute to their
friend.
The entire show Friday night
was a succesSj judging by the
packed room and the catcalls
throughout the show, but it was
only the beginning of the year
for Trinity's four a cappella
groups.

that "we chose the right people."
All four groups will showcase their new members this
Friday, September 22, at the
Parents' Weekend concert.
Come put to support The
Pipes, After Dark, The
TriniTones
and
The
Accidentals, and to be very
entertained.

Student Works Shine at Studio Arts Annual 2000
BY A M Y BUCHNER

Arts Editor

The Widener Gallery is currently featuring a number of
student works from last year's
studio arts classes. The Gallery
is filled with oils, collages,
sculpture, acrylics, and charcoal. The exhibit has an amazing number pf exciting works.
Here are only a few of the highlights:
The use of charcoal and chalk
as a medium
figures
prominantly in this exhibit.
Nell Graefe's '02 two drawings,
using the same medium, show
intricate geometrical shapes.
The artist plays with both
angles and curved lines to create visual tricks and illusions in
a fashion reminiscent of some
of M. C. Escher's works.
Scott Thomas '02 has used
charcoal to create a series of
what seem to be simply
"chicken scratchings." However,
when one steps away from the
sketch, those same scratchy
lines create an amazing human
figure.
The contrast between his
sharp sketchy lines and the
fluid curves of the body that
they bring about is fascinating.
Nell Graefe's more realistic and
formal sketch of the human

bold visual images. These abstract checkerboards of black
and white are played with by
the artists to achieve distracting
illusions and new dimensions.
While these works were creating three-dimensional space
on the wall, Wesley Gadd's '00
concrete and mixed media
sculpture was taking advantage
of the actual floor space of the
gallery. His statue is wonderful.
It seems part flower, part dinosaur, part creature from the
deep. It strongly holds the
ground upon which it sits and
forces one to pay attention to its
interesting lines and curves.
The static object defies the
viewer's reason and makes him
believe that the statue will move
at any second.
After walking around Gadd's
statue, one will see the beautiful ribbon weavings of Kimberly Stevens'02. Her display of
intricate white ribbon designs

HANNAHGANT

Wesley Gadd's powerful sculpture sits in the corner of the
Widener Gallery.
tel blue and coral colored piece searching eyes that both fascidripping in dried wax, looks as nate the viewer and remind him
if it belongs along an ocean reef of the artist's skill. While her
or a colorful Japanese garden. landscapes are equally impresThe protruding tube and empty sive, it is with her portraits that
sockets nicely compliment each she makes the true artist-viewer
other and lend a sort of balance connection.
to this asymmetrical and abKatie Matus '01 work appears
stract piece.
later in this exhibit. Make sure

[Gadd's sculpture] strongly holds the ground upon which it sits
and forces one to pay attention to its interesting lines and curves.
The static object defies the viewer's reason and makes him believe
that the statue will move at any second.

to take a look at her etching of
what appears to be a dorm
room, but pay special attention
to her; vibrant,and stylistic
woodcut, 'wh'ich're'rnrads 6ne of
body is^t'^eftedtileV; \;l:nc:
1
5
s W l p u t f e 6 ) r r W a x i k d \ ^ ^ \ s'tu&yln&bWdori'trhiss Me two ' touJouse-Lauf fee's' posteirf Tor
;;' g | ; ; ;
trie Moulin Rouge.'
portraits.
These
paintings
show
'media
sits
proudly'ihariotner',
Caroline Hughes '02 use of
After taking a look at Reena
black tape on paper also creates corner of the gallery. The pas- a woman with haunting,
are gorgeous. One wishes they
could see her skillful and beautiful patterns magnified to the
size of a tablecloth or bedspread.

Despina Konstantinides '00
series of small oils on canvas
hang directly above the sculp-

•-.i

Willingham's '01 ink tree, turn
around and study the artist's
sculpture created from charred
wood. The great stack of
charred planks dominates the
room like a great chimney. Start
at the top and notice how the
planks start off strong only to
end in a pile of rubble and ash
at the floor.
Near the door of the gallery
hangs Dorothy Wang's '02 gorgeous oil on canvas of geometrical shapes. Her careful use of
color and line create a kaleidoscope of color and shapes: that
improves as one studies it from
every angle.
Vanessa Parker-Geisman '01
cleverly incorporates a large
painting of a fingerprint, fingerprint diagrams, and letters of
the alphabet that spell out "finger painting." This clever play
on finger prints and finger
painting is one of the many
highlights of the exhibit.
After leaving the gallery, don't
miss Anthony Martigretti's '00
welded stell sculpture sitting
outside of the Austin Arts Center.
'
'
This exciting showcase of
student talent is on display
daily in the Widener Gallery at
Austin Arts Center. These works
and so many more not mentioned are definitely worthy of
a visit. The gallery is qperi from
1-6 &v4", Tite'exHibtt will.r^ajin
,iiji 'widjj'nef Gajl'e'ry t^rp.ugjj,
October 20. For more information call (860) 297-2199.
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You Don't Have to Go
Home, But You Can't Stay
Here
Well, AT will be the first to admit
that the soothing tones of the upper
floor of the Brickyard, not to mention
the erotically inspiring de"cor, can
make one feel a bit frisky. But we're
wondering if two individuals may
have gotten a bit caught up in the flair
of Hartford's favorite watering hole.
Two of Trinity's finest were caught
going at it... check that, caught implies
some attempt to hide what you're doing... let's say noticed going at it in the
middle of the room as the place was
clearing out. Well it just goes to show
that there are some places in the world
- the Grand Canal in Venice, anywhere
in Paris, the Brickyard - where lovers
will not be denied.

Singing to the Microphone
Speaking of PDA, AT also caught
two Camp Trin students getting up
close and personal at Karaoke night on
Friday. Usually, this would be standard
fare for the Party Barn, but at this event
there were only about 30 people in the
room. As the young duo continued in
itiieit eprvbta.ee, several members of the
crowd started chanting and cheering,
with one reveler approaching to
within ten feet to announce his support. The song being sung at the time,
you ask? "I Want To Sex You Up" by
Color Me Badd.

Singing to the Doorkeepers
AT was witness to a shocking and
dismaying occurrence this past Saturday night. Late Night party-goers were
forced to provide the folks guarding
the doorway with a brief musical performance before they were allowed
into late night. At least the experience
wasn't comple tely degrading... oh wait,
it was... as one of the people involved
was also wearing a large brunette afro
wig. It's nice to see that people are so
addicted to the consumption of bad
beer that they're willing to set aside .
their dignity for the good of the Miller
Brewing Company.

Slurp it Up...
While at Psi-U, AT noticed the
brothers toying with one of their
guests by refusing to serve him a beer.
Undeterred, he showed them who's
boss by licking up the excess beer off
the bar. Everyone there was so taken
aback that there was little to do but
laugh and admire his determination.
Lesson learned: waste not, want not.

Ettu,Tony? Ettu?
Do you remember Tony the Tiger
from last week? Well, apparently this
young man took umbrage with his
cameo in the column as he wrote a letter demanding an apology. Since you're
new here, we'll fill you in: AT is a humorous gossip column, you should feel
honored to have even been mentioned,
and anyone who takes this seriously
needs a lobotomy.
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5:30 PM
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Studio 47 dance: Lani Nahele

The American Studies program, La Voz Latina,
the Poetry Center, the Office of the Dean of Faculty, and the office of Multi-Cultural Affairs presents Luis Rodriguez and his talk "Empowering
Communities Through Literature and Education." The reception begins at 5:30 PM in Hamlin
Hall, and the talk begins at 6:30 PM in the Faculty Club. All are welcome and admission is free.

The influence of the Brazilian martial art of
capoeria and action theater burst forth in two
solo works ("Strange Oasis" and "Girl Wrapped")
by postmodern dancer Lani Nehele on Wednesday, September 20 at 7:30 PM. Admission is free
and will be held in Seabury Hall, Studio 47 on
the third floor.

Tuesday, September 19 7:00 PM

Elizabeth Lyra Ross, soprano with
Gerald Moshell, piano

"The Door in the Dream: Conversations with
Eminent Women in Science" will be presented at
the Yale University School of Medicine. Dr. Elga
Wasserman will discuss the words of wisdom
from the women who have been elected to the
National Acedemy of Sciences. For transportation and registration contact Debra Borrero in
Career Services by Tuesday, September 19.

A recital of operatic arias, songs by AfricanAmerican composers, and songs from the Broadway stage will be presented in the Austin Arts
Center, Goodwin Theatre, on Friday, September
22. Ms. Ross's credits include the title roles of
Tosca, Aida, and Madama Butterfly. She has appeared with the Metropolitan and the New York
City Opera. Mr. Moshell is Professor of Music at
Trinity. Admission is free.

Wednesday, September 20 8:00 PM
Chris Kilmartin, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology
at Mary Washintgon College will be presenting
his lecture "Crimes Against Nature," in the Washington Room, Mather Hall. The lecture has been
called "a hysterical looks at growing up male in
America," and is sponsored by the Women's Center. All are welcome and admission is free.

Thursday, September 21

The Music of Electric Light
Orchestra
The Universtity of Connecticut proudly presents a performance of Electric Light Orchestra
on Saturday, September 23 at 8:00 PM in the
Joregensen Auditorium, 2132 Hillside Road,
Storrs, Connecticut. Tickets are $15-$3O, with discounts for students and seniors. Box office: (860)
485-4226 Monday through Friday 11:00 AM
through 5:00 PM.

6:30 PM

Come partake in an 11-week certified Crisis Intervention Counselor Training Program to stop
sexual assault. Sponsored by thhe YWCA of the
Hartford Region Sexual Assault Crisis Service.
Call Yvette at 522-6666 for more information.

AUDITIONS
Auditions for the Neil Simon play Brighton
Beach Memoirs, to be directed byjustin Ball, will
be held Tuesday September 19 from 7:00-10:00
PM. Please sign-up for a 10 minute time slot outside of Seabury 39 or show up between 7:00 amd
10:00 PM. All audition material will be provided
for you, for extra information, call Justin at 246-

Chapel Happenings
Tuesday, September 19
From 6:30 PM - 8:30 PM the chapel will be pre4$emigi.ihg a series of explorations of the spiritual writings of world religions, All are welcome to enjoy a
dinner at the Interlaith House, 155 Allen Place.

Latin American and Iberian Film

Wednesday, September 20

Hu rry, Hu rry will be presented Wednesday at
7:30 PM in the LSC Auditorium. There will be a
presentation by Heliodoro Rodruiguez-Fontecga
following the film. Admission is free.

Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

12:00 PM

Sunday, September 24
Catholic Mass
Chapel

5:30 PM

i
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CINESTUDIO
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CHICKEN RUN

Wed. - Sat, September 20-23
Sat., September 23

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(Britain, 2000) Directed by Peter Lord and Nick Park. Screenplay by Karey Kirkpatrick, based on a story
by Peter Lord and Nick Park. With the voices of: Jane Horrocks, Miranda Richardson, Mel Gibson, Timothy
Spall. When Peter Lord was asked why he and his partner made a movie about chickens, he replied "The
Great Escape with cows just wouldn't have worked." It's a great place to start, and the creators of claymation
heroes Wallace and Gromit have followed through with the funniest and most inventive animation feature
seen on the screen in years. Ginger, a good-looking hen with plenty of attitude, gets things in motion when
she plans a break from a grim poultry farm in Northern England. The sets are amazing, the stop-action
animation very cool, the references to other movies are non-stop - and the kids will like it, too! 86 min.

SHANGHAI NOON

Fri. & Sat., September 22 &23

9:25 PM

(Hong Kong, 2000) Directed by Tom Dey. Written by Alfred Gough and Miles Millar. Cast: Jackie Chan,
Lucy Liu, Owen Wilson, Xander Berkeley. A bumbling guard from China's Imperial City travels to Carson
City to save a kidnapped princess, in a wildly funny action-pic that is part samurai movie, part spaghetti
western. The amazing Jackie Chan, who seems to be getting younger and more nimble in each new film,
performs fight scenes with the grace and humor of a buffed up Charlie Chaplin. Chan teams up with a
train robber (Owen Wilson) with a hilariously New Age take on being an outlaw - his inner voice tells him
to "become the bullet" before a big showdown. Chan and Wilson redefine chemistry in their offbeat bonding -just check out the unusual Chinese drinking game they play, each lying in their adjoining bubble baths...
110 min

CHUCK AND BUCK

Sun. - Tues., September 24-26
Sun., September 24

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(2000) Directed by Miguel Arteta. Screenplay by Mike White. Cast: Mike White, Chris Weitz, Lupe
Ontiveros, Beth Colt. If much of recent indie cinema (except for Happiness and Beingjohn Malkovic'h) has
left you feeling bored, it's time to see Chuck & Buck. Goofy, scary, obsessive and moving are inadequate
words to describe this strange tale of two childhood buddies (and occasional lovers) who have gone their
own ways. Chuck is a successful music executive with a gorgeous fiancee, and Buck still lives at home and
enjoys playing with toys. Chuck's "older person-y" life is thrown into chaos when Buck, who acts something
like Pee Wee Herman on Quaaludes, moves to L. A. to rekindle their friendship. "One of the year's best and
most provocative films" Peter Travers, RollingStone. 99 min. (compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris)
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ART
Capoeria At Trinity

Family Weekend

The department of Fine Arts at Trinity College
presents the Studio Arts Annual from September
13 through October 20. It features art work by students enrolled in studio arts during the 19992000 academic year. The exhibit is on display in
the Widener Gallery from 1:00-6:00 PM daily. Admission is free. Call the Austin Arts Center, 2972199 for more information.

Capoeria combines attack and defense, gymnastics, music, dance, trickery, and play. This is
an informal group intended to expose interested
people; everyone and all levels are welcome. Meetings are Mondays from 4 PM - 6 PM at the A ASA
house (25 Vernon Street). For more infer contact
Joshua Rosenthal 297-4129.

Family Weekend is this weekend, Friday September 22 through Sunday, September 24. Registration is from 8:00 AM through 12:00 PM on
Friday, and from 8:00 AM through 2:00 PM on
Saturday. There are a variety of activities
planned for families, including sports games, faculty lectures, and live jazz entertainment on the
Cave Patio.

Promenade Gallery

The sisters of the Latin Sorority coridally invite all interested ladies to their socials on Tuesday, September 19. One is at the University of
Hartford in the Genras Student Union at 6:30 PM ,
and the other is at Trinity College in the Alumni
Lounge at 8:30 PM. For more information contact
Charlene at 690-4609 or Shakira at 297-3456.

Studio Arts Annual

Recent work by Karin Hillmer and J. Seeley is
currently on display at the Promenade Gallery,
166 Capitol Avenue. The exhibit will run until October 29. The gallery is open to the public during
mainstage events and by appoitment, call 9876042.

Autumn at the Benton Museum of
Art '
'- '•' 7
/
'••. ";
Two exhibits are currently on exhibition until
October 15 at the William Benton Museum of Art,
located on the University of Connecticut Storrs
campus, 245 Glennbroook Road. The 35th Annual Art Department faculty Show presents „
cross-sections of the media, styles and ideas of
more than 20 studio faculty members. Featured
are John Craig and Ray DiCapua. Also on exhibit
is Afro-Cuba, "Woman" and History in the Works
of A n a Mendieta, Maria Magdalena Ca
mpos-Pons, and Marta Maria Perez Bravo. This
exhibit explores cultural identity specifically
w i t h i n t h e framework of female feminist
dialogoue. Free and open to the public Tuesday
through Friday from 10:00 AM through 4:30 PM.

Lambda Theta Alpha

Six Flags of New England
'••-[ Come and play in New England's newest and.
most exciting amusement park on Saturday, September 23. Tickets are $15.00 and 50 will be available in Mather front desk Sunday - Saturday 10:00
AM - 7:00 PM. Bus will depart at 11:00 AM.

Academic Excellence Workshop
Learn how to concentrate better, learn faster,
remember more, get more time out of your day,
and improve your academic performance. Dean
Reuman's workshop will be on Friday, September 22 from 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM in Club Room 2 in
Vernon Center. Call Dean Reuman at 297-2154 to
register. The class is free for Trinity Students, although all are welcome.

Trinity College Premed Chapter
Yale Center for British Art
The exhibit Edward Lear and the Art of Travel
will be open on Wednesday, September 20 at the
Yale Center for British Art, 1080 Chapel Street,
New Haven. Call (203) 432-2800 for more information.

JVbir

Thinking about a career in the health profession? Looking for a club that will support you
along the way with resources and information?
Come to the first meeting of the new AMSA trinity College Premedical Chapter on Tuesday, September 19 at 8:00 PM in the Science Commons,
element 107,). .

PLAYING

Showcase Cinemas Buckland Hills
Times are valid through Thursday, September 21
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 3:40 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:20 PM, 7:50
PM, 10:00 PM, 10:20 PM
12:05 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:40 PM
12:30 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:45 PM
12:00 PM, 2:00 PM
12:45 PM, 3:14 PM, 5:30 PM, 10:00 PM
4:15 PM, 7:25 PM
12:10 PM, 2:40 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:05 PM
1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:15 PM, 10:00 PM
3:55 PM, 6:45 PM, 9:30 PM
2:30 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:20 PM
1:15 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:25 PM, 8:00 PM, 9:55 PM,
11:45 PM
1:05 PM, 4:00 PM, 6:50 PM, 9:40 PM, 9:40 PM
9:55 PM
1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 3:10 PM, 3:40 PM, 5:25 PM, 5:50 PM,
7:35 PM, 8:05 PM, 9:50 PM, 10:20 PM
12:10 PM, 9:45 PM
12:20 PM, 3:30 PM, 78:05 PM, 9:50 PM

Bait(R)
Bring it On (R)
The Cell (R)
Chicken Run (G)
Duets (R)
Highlander: Endgame (R) .
Nurse Betty (R)
Original Kings of Comedy (R)
The Perfect Storm (PG-13)
Saving Grace (R)
Scary Movie (R)
Space Cowboys (PG-13)
Turn it Up (R)
The Watcher (R)
The Way of the Gun (R)
What Lies Beneath (PG-13)

Elm Theater- New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
., ,

Times are valid through Thursday, September 21
• • Prices $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (800) 232-2820
7:10 PM, 9:30 PM
7:00 PM, 9:30 PM

Autumn in New York (PG-13)
Mission: Impossible II (PG-13)
• , | >;i i f e r : v ;
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Study Abroad Fair
The Office of InterntaionalProgramscordiaJly
invites all to the Study Abroad Fair to be held on
Thursday, September 28 from 4:00 PM through
6:30 PM in the Washington Room in Mather Hall.
Many study abroad options will be present.from
Trinity as well as from other schools and programs.
Bistro Happenings !
'•'•'•'
Wednesday, September 20 begins Live Entertainment at the Bistro. All are welcome to come
and enjoy the entertainment and the food. Alt.
beverages are available with I.D.
Thursday, September 21 is the first "Over 21"
night at the Bistro, with different musical artists
every week. All over 21 are invited to partake in
the music, food, and beverages. Alt ID required.

Book Reading and Signing
Dr. Ellison Banks Findlay, Professor of Religion,
and Ms. Judy Dworin, Professor of Theater and
Dance, will read from Women's Buddhism,
Buddhism's Women on Thursday, September 21
at 4:15 PM in the Gallows Hill Bookstore. Dr.
Findlay will be available to sign copies of the
book at the reception following the reading. All
are welcome.

TCAC Party
TCAC will be having their first party on Saturday, September 29 in the Vernon Place Social
Center from .10:00 PM- 2:00 AM. Alt. bev ID required. The theme has yet to be announced.

Cliissiiiedl
SPRIIVGBREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH, G O FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's # 1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com
SPRING BREAK 20011
CANCUN& BAHAMAS
Eat, drink, travel for free,
WANTED CAMPUS REPS!
Call USA SPRING BREAK, toll free (877)460.6077,
for trip information and rates.
25 Continuous Years of Student Travel!
www.usaspringbreak.com
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One .a jveek; fqr: 16 -18; year olds. Call' Mirabel

Connecticut Energy Go-Op:
Looking for volunteers to staff abooth at the''Big
;E"ftom Sept. 15-Oct. li theibcusof;the;b:6pth is to
promote 1 education; coneernirijg energy efficiency.:
Contact Bob Wadd'ox a t;586-238(3.;:::' / •:.: ,:

• AIDS -Project Hai*fprdi:

-rX^^i-:.-:

' - Looking^ foi; volunteers/in numerous .areas. Call
Michelle Peters arid JeannielKinsella at951r4833. ;

WRITERS WANTED
I n f oiii ISMS i i rain!
Write for the "Trinity Tripod

Staff meetings at 9:30 PM Tuesdays
Tripod Office (Jackson Basement)

SPECIAL!!

FFBB DBIWCTV

Large Cheese Pizza

233-8888 ORIGINAL K M YORK PIZZA $7.00
495 Farmington Avenue
Pick-up Only!
We deliver anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford Monday Only!
|7.00 minimum
for delivery

233-8888
Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
.We deliver slices and cigarettes

Use your charge card
for any delivery..,
($10.00 minimum)

Small 12"(8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust 'Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
$ 7.50
$ 9.85
$13.00
,
$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
$ 9.00
$13.00 ,
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie
$10,00
$14.85 ,
.". $17.50
$18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
$11.50.......
$18.00
$22,00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 1.50
$ 150
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham.

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

CALZONES

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup,

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

Philly Cheese Steak
.. $5.50
Caizone
$4.90
Philfy Cheese Steak w/Bacon
,
$6.25
each additional filling
$ .50
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak
$7.45
APPETIZERS
Chicken Parmigiana
$5.15
Buffalo Tenders
(6) for $5.75
Eggplant Parmigiana ...,.,.,......,........„..,....,
$5.15
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide)
(12) for $6.00
Mealbal)Parmigiana ;.,.;.;........,......:.:.;...,.:....^.:.....;.....,:...;..$5:15
Chicken Fingers .;....,;,;,,..„;......... .......,.......,.,.,...................$6.00
Ham, Salami, Cheese
•.
....$5,40
Mozzarella Sticks
(7) for $4.75
Ham & Cheese
..,:.
,
$5.15
Onion Rings
$3.20
Turkey & Cheese
$5.15
French Fries
........................
$2.65
Tuna & Cheese
... $5.15 Cheese Fries
$3.70
Veggie & Cheese
....,..$4.50
Fried Dough
8 for $2.50
Breadsticks
8 for $2.50
Pepperoni & Cheese...-.
$5,40
Garlic Bread
,
$1.85
Salami &Cheese
$4.90
$2.40
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
$5,65 Garlic Bread w/cheese
Chips
$.50
Grilled Turkey, Bacon &• Cheese...
$6,00
SALADS
B U & Cheese.....
...............$4.25
Tossed Salad
$4.05
Grilled Ham & Cheese
$4.90
Antipasto Salad
$5.75
Tuna
Salad..
$5.75
DINNERS
Extra Dressing
$ .50
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti * Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6,30 (with Meat- $1,00 extra) .

All prices do not include tax,

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

DESSEBTS

Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

SODAS (one liter) $1.60
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea

I FREE Order of FRIED DOUGH |FREE Order of GARLIC BREAD |
I w i t h A n y P i z z a O r d e r I with Any Medium Pizza Order I
I
I

I
I
I

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

$2.50 OFF

I

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

$1.00 OFF

Any Large Pizza

Any Small Pizza

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.' •• 'Must mention coupon before ordering • , :

Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.'
••- • Must mention coupon before ordering

(two liter) $2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza

•I

• Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering

|

1 Large Cheese Pizza
I
I
with purchase of any
I
I
Large
Pizza
|
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined. 1
M

„ '

Must
coupon before ordering
iviu^i mention
aitrii

*
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Soccer Travels to Italy Women's Tennis Loses
BY CALEY IANDIORIO

Sports Writer

"La squadra" has many reasons to look
forward to this particular season. First,
they are coming off a school record 13-3
season. Second, there are a huge number of starters and experienced players
that are returning this season. Lastly, the
team had the excellent fortune to travel
to Europe for two weeks to train at the
best sites in the world and to play against
some of the best competition available.
While superficially the trip might
appear to have been average, it was ac:• hi ally incredibly successful, as the team
emerged with a record of 2-3. Their success came in a couple of forms.
The team progressed tremendously
throughout the trip, improving steadily
and learning to adapt to vastly different
styles.
The trip brought an already close team
even closer. In the opening game in Holland the team was excited, but unsure of.
what to expect from their competition.
What they encountered was skill level
and tactical proficiency unlike any they
had seen in the U.S.
Although they lost the game 2-1, the
chances were there for Trinity; all that
was lacking was the finishing touch.
The Bantams approached their second
game with a heightened confidence in
their ability, and a determination, not

only to improve, but also to win. Again
they were faced with the opportunities
to take a victory and yet again they were
unable to capitalize.
With frustration rising after losing
two games that they knew they could
have won, the Trinity squad came out
refreshed, renewed and confident of victory. They were not to be denied again.
At half time of the second game, they
were up 3~0 after beautiful defensive and
offensive play, and in the second half
:
they did not look back.
The Trinity Bantams headed to Italy
on the last leg of their trip. Their first
game was a harrowing experience.' Coming off a full day of traveling they were
surprised by a change in the schedule
- which moved the:garne tothe first night
they arrived in Italy. With little rest the
Bantams faced the most technically
gifted team they had ever seen, and were
sorely prepared.
The Italians played beautiful soccer
relentlessly attacking and pressuring the
Trinity team and the Bantams were unable to gather themselves. It was most
definitely a learning experience. But
once again the Bantams showed tremendous character when they bounced back
in the last game in Italy to dominate the
Italian side and take away a final victory
before returning home.
The soccer team returned to Trinity for
the preseason session a close knit, highly
skilled and confident team.

Match Against Amherst
Team Prepares For Two Home Matches This Week
Despite the loss of last year's three tricaptains, Mate said she believes, "this
* Sports Writer
year's team is one of the school's best
ever."
Rebekah Mate feels that with the adThe women's tennis team started its
2000 season off on a high note. The team dition of some talented freshmen and
scored an impressive victory over the development of the team's returning
NESCAC rival Connecticut College last players, this year's team should be able
to once again compete at a high level.
Thursday.
'•• .
Trinity swept all six?of the singles
"We really have a lot of depth," she
matches,"as well as.the three doubles says. "We have talented players in each
matches.
"
of the top six spots."
On Saturday the team traveled up to •• Coach Wendy Bartlett agreed with her
Amherst where they faced national pdw-: junior co-captain. She feels that, "the
erhouse Amherst College. Despite a de- team has really gotten off to a great start."
feat at the hands of the Amherst team, Coach Bartlett thinks that the team is
really starting to mesh together and apTrinity played well.
The team was led by the play of sopho- pears to be readyfor another strong seaBY SHANE EARLY

Rebekah Mate feels that with the addition of some
talented freshmen and the development the team's
returning players, this year's team should be able to
once again compete at a high level "We really have
a lot of depth," she says. "We have talented players
in each of the top six spots."

more Courtney Sargeant, who scored a
victory in her singles match. The ma tch
was much closer than an 8-1 score might
show. It took over three hours to complete the match, as many of the individual singles and doubles matches were
extremely well contested.
In spite of loss the team represented
itself well against the higher ranked
Amherst squad, and the team still has extremely high hopes for itself.
could have worked harder in the last two
Last year the women's tennis team fin\ BY DANIELLA BONANNO
miles." Other strong rf inis.hesjncluded ished-.ranked third, in- the east and
Sports Writer
Peter Bronka '04,-Steve Coakley '03, Max twelfth in the nation.
Riff in '04, and Napier gaining speed "on
These rankings were the highest in the
Under head coach George Suitor, new the comeback trail."
r
history of Trinity women's tennis. This
assistant coach Karl Lerum and captains
The lady Bants are small in number, year's team has hopes of equaling, and
Todd Markelz '01 and Caroline Leary '02, but they have proven their ability to "un- perhaps even bettering, these marks.
the men's and women's cross country leash the beast" among;the best of them.
The team is led by co-captains Olga
teams were a dynamic presence at Returning runners include captain Bogatyrenko '01 and Rebekah Mate '01.
UMass Dartmouth's Cross Country Invi- Leary, Daniella Bonanno '02, Leearm
tational in their second meetof the 2000 Rheaume '03, Kate Klein '03, Stephanie
season.
Wezowicz '03, and Sarah Hackett '03. A
The men placed first out of twenty- new crop of freshman adds to their
three competing teams with an impres- strength with runners Karen Roy, Liz
sive time of 1:33:51 in the 8,045 yard race. Brown, Genevieve Light, and Christina
.
.
This year's Bantam men include return- DePeau.
ing runners captain Markelz, Steve
Running strong, sophomore standout
Napier '02, Ryan Bak '03, Jim Emord '03, Leeann Rheaume finished in thirteenth
Ryan Lerner '03, and Steve Coakley '03 place with a time of 18:48..Roy sprinted
as well as a handful of talented first-year to the finish to meet her goal of running
runners.
under 19 minutes (18:59), Reflecting on
The Bantam women also ran well, fin- the race Roy says, "I felt good..:.the course

Cross Country Strong
at UMass Dartmouth

Men and Women Prepare for Race on the23rd

son.
The team has two important matches
coming up this week. On Wednesday,
the Bantams will square off against fellow NESCAC rival Wesleyan.and on Saturday the team's match pits them against
Brandeis University. Both matches are
home, at 3:30 PM and 11:30 AM respectively.
Sophomore Karen Huebner says, "The
Wesleyan match is one of, if not the most
important matches of the year." The residentenemies traditionally have astrong
tennis program and it is likely that this
year will be no exception.
So if you are free at 3:30 PM Wednesday, the team would really appreciate
you stopping by to watch one of the top
teams in the region battle NESGAC rival Wesleyan.

R itgby: A Sport That Separates Men from Boys

"The running conditions were perfect" said junior
caption Caroline Leary. Everyone agreed that Saturday
was an ideal day for running; cheering alumni and
Bantam camaraderie added to the spirit of the day
was excellent and the cheering definitely helped." Roy placed nineteenth
out of the 217 female runners. \
Other notable finishes included Klein
who broke her previous personal record
by 45 seconds (19:14), freshman Liz
Brown (19:39), Wezowicz, who subtracted over a minute from her personal
record (21:10), and Hackett, who set a
personal record for herself (20:21).
Hackett enthusiastically comments, "I
felt strong, it was a nice course, and the
boys' cheering helped."
'•-.,.••
All in all it was a "beautiful day for rac- .*
ing" and the Bantam men and women
made an excellent showing at. UMass
]••'; V 1 ."' ."*-"''
Darmouth.
The Bantam cross countiy teams are
ready to run on Satin da.", September 23
•it the Codfish Bowl (Fumklin Park) in
Boston Both squads ate-confident that,
The "men's Vuoby team practicing on the rugby fiekl.Tte t',-M Is'Avidly11 -' <
!
they
will
We
well
attptf
theirsuccfcssi
as
11
PW ¥ i i ; 11 H . u 11 ? i) Si3i a (1
s&$iWf ahbior this weekends upedrhirid" ^ m e a^jainesttne'Coasf tilled
Lerner also ran a good race, betting a the UMa|s D« mouth's Cross Country
Academy, at 1:00pm on Saturday.
personal i^c «d (2611), but wishes "I Invitational

ishing sixth out of the twenty-seven
, teams at the invitational with a time of
1:36:44 on the 5,000 meter course. The.
flat, grassy course at UMass allowed
many Bantam runners to achieve personal records and impressive finishes
among the NESCAC teams present at the
race. "The running conditions were perfect," says Leary. Everyone agreed that
Saturday was an ideal day for running;
cheering alumni and Bantam camaraderie added to the spirit of the day.
As usual, Ryan Balded the men's team,
finishing the race second overall, with a .
time of 25:21, and beating his previous
time of 25:30. "I ran well, but I had nothing left in the end," said Bak.
Trailing Bak was MarkeLz tn rifth
place (25 37) "I was chasing Bak and I
ran well," says Matkelz Emord finished
iqrj Ma,rkel2-f's, heels Q | ft-,4), easing s|^th
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From the Bleachers

The SportsNut

Sox just don't seem to have anything beyond Pedro and Nomar. The Indians are
the team with the complete package:
awesome power, good speed, pitching,
and playoff experience, they'll take the
wild card.
In the National league it's far simpler.
In the west I of course left my heart and
Western Division crown in San Francisco. The Cardinals have all but got
their magic number down to zero. That
leaves the wild, wild east with a dogfight
between the Mets and Braves. The Braves
a few games up, this race is like an old
boxer in the slugfest out with a younger
challenger. You know that the old guy
isn't going down without a figh t and that
the young challenger will try to mount
a frantic counter at the end to try and
topple the older guy. With the braves up
four games the only way for the Mets will
be to beat the Braves in they would have
to decimate them in their current and
next series (Sept 26-28) against each
other. It won't happen. Don't worry, dry
your wet eyes Mets fans, they'll win the
National League wild card. They're five
up and the D-Backs are wilting in the
desert sun and lead leaking dollar signs
like a sieve.

BY ANDREW WEISS

Senior Editor

Is it really that time of year again? Let
me sit you down on my knee and tell you
about a time when Junior was the
Golden Child, Big Mac had a shot at the
home run race, and Jerry Krause was the
guy with all of the money and the cards.
Well, that's all a long story. But hey, let's
live in the present or perhaps the future
'cause most of the baseball season is all
water down the bleachers of Kauffman
Stadium.
Still murky is the baseball play-off
race, 1 mean play-off race because the last
time we had a true pennant chase Nolan
Ryan was a rookie and the Cubs really
had a shot. I'll start with the Junior Circuit cause they've lived in shadows too
long. The surprise of the year was the
gritty Chicago White Sox. For the past
few years the Sox where tagged with the
name "The South Side Quiet Men" because of their unloading of veterans in
several 1997 late July trades. Building on
modest success of 1999, the Sox sprung
out of the gate this season to one of
leagues best records fulfilling their "the
kids can play" motto. Despite the young
One note of caution to Mets and Yantalent on this team, and believe me this kees fans: there won't be any subway seteam is stocked, they will fall fast in Oc- ries. The Mets just don't have the
tober. The Sox failed to get the veteran experience and the talent to beat the
pitcher that will bring hem to the fall Braves, just look how they've done this
classic. In the East, I hate to say it, but season, not to mention the past. Sure
the Yankees have this thing wrapped up. they almost beat the last year, but they
The west is a little more complicated, but didn't. And as for the Yank's, I'm just too
look for the Mariners to be the best in the sick of seeing them around in October.
west. That only leaves the wild card race, It's going to be the Mariners and the Carwhich is still very much up for grabs. dinals. These teams have veteran expeRight now Cleveland, Boston, Toronto, rience and I got a feeling in my bones.
Anaheim, and Oakland are only sepaNext week: Barry Bonds holds fan aprated by five games. You can count out
preciation
day, Jerry Krause kisses babies
Anaheim, sorry they can't win the big
game. Any sorry Boston Fans the Red for free agents, and Jose Canseco has a
quiet moment with his car collection.

JUSTIN SUGHRUE

The Sports Nut travels the campus each weekend to find out what people are thinking
about various athletic issues, events, and endeavors that he finds interesting. Catch him
if you can.
This week, The Sports Nut made it all the way
to the Anadama dormitory, to see what some
sophomores felt about the Women's field
hockey team.
Sports Nut; "So, Rodrigo, who do you think is
the cutest girl on the field hockey team?"
Rodrigo Jimenez '03: "Idon't know, man. How
can you expect me to answer that? I think
every girl is cute."
SiPE ORDERS

CHEESE PIZZA

WINGS (MM Hot) .... (10)
MOZZARHLA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGERS .. (10)
GYRO
GARUC BREAD
(16')
JRIES
CHIPS

14* Medium $7.50
16" Large $9,50
Additional Toppings: $.5Gonmed. S1.00 on targe
anchovies
garlic
olives
ricorta

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperora
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

SHEET FAN PIZZA
Additional toppings $2.00 each
»*4 HOURS NOTICE PLIASEI!

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA
HAM . , . . . . . . , , .
TURKEY
PEPPERONJ
XOASTSEEF

S3.75 .., $7,50
$375 . . . . . . $ 7 . 5 0
,,$3.75
$7.50
,:S3.?S
,...,.$?,S0
S3.75 ...... $7,50
•.53.75
.$7.50
$3.75
$7.50

TUNA
,,...S3.75 ......$7.50
C O M B O <S kinds of above) . . , . . $ 4 . 5 0 •.....•; S9.00
EGGfLANT PARMIGIANA . . . . 5 3 . 7 5
$7.50

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
54.25
$8.50
CHICKEN CUTLET
$4.25
$8.50
STEAK/CHEESE
$4.25
$8,50
MEATBALLS
$3.75
$7.50
'SAUSAGE
...$3.75
$7.50
B.L.T.
$3.75 . . . . . . $ 7 . 5 0
VEGGIE/CHEESE
$3.75
S7.50
ITALIAN
,.....$4.99 . . . . . . 8 9 . 9 8

498B FARM1NGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

236-2616
OPEN? DAYS A WEEK • 11:00 'AM TO 2:00 M

**FREE DELIVERY**
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

Zht fast (Pizza {ot Zk 1%e$t Vrhe J;
ICOMBOSPEQH. f Buy o targe Cbw«»

!

*!3.SB

SALADS
CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham. turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANT1PASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggpianl,
cucumbers, olives, greon poppers and lettuce.
TUNASAIAD
;
. . . . . . , , . . . . , . $4.95
Tuna, lestuoe, c h e m tomatoes, oliws and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
.,.$4:95
Fata cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
TOSSED SALAD
$1.95
; Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
[unfl lite Italian.
;
.
'
.

$4.95
$4.95.
$4.95
$4.25
$3.00
$1.99
S-50

CITY PiZZA SPECIALTIES

$15.00

GRINDERS
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Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.

HOUSE SPECIAL .... MED $10.00 . LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni. mushroom, onions,
peppers.
PRIMAVERA
MED S9.95 ., URGE $13.25
Mushroom, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced
tomatoes on a white pie.
CHICKEN PESTO . . . . MED S9.95 .. URGE $13.25
Fresh Moz2arella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.
SHRIMP PESTO .....MED $11.25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozitarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 .,. LARGE $9.95
Fresh Mozuareiia, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM
MED $7.95 ... LARGE $9.95
Baby dams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . -MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN . . . , . . . , . . MED $9.50 .. LARGE $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

PASTA AND DIMMERS
SPAGHETTI, ZITJ OK SHELLS WITH SAUCE . . . $5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZIT1 OR SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS $6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS WJTH SAUSAGE $6.85
EGGPLANT PARMICIANA WITH PASTA
CHICKEN PARMICIANA WITH PASTA

$7.95
$8,95

RAKED ZITI

$795

MEAT RAVIOLI
CHEESE RAVIOLI
VEGGIE RAVIOLI
Includes salad and roll

$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

BEVERAGES
DESSERT
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•10. The Trinity Tornadoes
9. The Trinity Volunteers
8. The Trinity Turkeys
7. The Trinity Chickens
6. The Trinity Tripods
5. The Trinity Chapel Bell Ringers
4. The Trinity Hall Brothers
3. The Trinity Squatters
2. The Trinity Beer Drinkers
1. The Trinity Voters
•

This Weekend's Bantam Schedule:
Men's Football - Saturday, September 23rd @ 1:30 PM Versus Bates (Home)
Men's Soccer - Saturday, September 23rd @ 11:00 AM Versus Bates (Home)
Women's Soccer - Saturday, September 23rd @ 11:00 AM Versus Bates (Home)
Volleyball - Friday, September 22nd & Saturday, September 23rd - Time TBD - MIT Tournament (Away)
Women's Field Hockey - Saturday, September 23rd
Cross Country - Saturday, September 23rd @ 10:00 AM - Codfish Bowl
Women's Tennis - Saturday, September 23rd @ 11:00 AM Versus Brandeis (Home)
Men's Tennis - Saturday, September 23rd -Time TBD Versus Wesleyan
Men's Golf - Saturday September 23rd - Williams Invitational (Away)
Men's Rugby - Saturday, September 23rd @ 1:00 PM Versus The Coast Guard Academy (Home)
Women's Rugby - Saturday, September 23rd @ 11:00 AM Versus Plymouth State
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Field Hockey Off
To A Solid Start
Walking away with their first
win of the season, the team
Sports Writer
then had a week to prepare for
its home opener this past SaturCoining home from their pre- day against Connecticut Colseason tournament in Stowe, lege.
Vermont, the field hockey team
In addition to being the first
knew that they would be very game on home turf, it was also
strong this season. They had Trinity's conference opener.
played incredibly, and that was From the starting whistle, the
without the eighteen new fresh- game was wonderful to watch.
man that are now a part of the The team played together as it
team.
had worked so hard to in pracUnfortunately, however, in tice.
the beginning of the season,
A high level of intensity, clean
they learned that the starting passes, and smart defensive degoaliejess Martin '02, would be cisions were all accomplished.
unable to play due to a second The majority of the game was
surgery performed on her legs. spent down in Trinity's offenLuckily, Gwen Gillespie and sive end, as they never let up,
Annie Troutman, the team's two constantly generating offense
new freshman goalies, have and laying on the pressure.
been there to fill Martin's shoes.
When the ball did come
The team's first season game down to Trinity's defensive end,
was Saturday, September ninth, it was stopped and sent back up
versus Smith College. Trinity the field. This is due in large
came out on fire and scored the part to the ferociousness of
first goal, but the game was Kimmy Franzoni '01, whose desoon tied 1-1 when Smith scored fensive ruthlessness knows no
twenty minutes later.
limits.
It had started to rain and the
During one of these few moclock was quickly running ments, a goal was scored by
down, without either team Connecticut College, making
managing to score : again. the overall score 0-1. The time
Gillespie made an incredible was running dowrvand when
stop on one sharp-shooter that the final whistle blew the score
shut down Smith and gave Trin- was still 0-1. It was an espeity an extra push.
cially hard game to lose, seeing
With just a few minutes to go as the Bantams had dominated
in the game, Trinity was for the majority of the contest.
awarded a stroke (a penalty
The team has not lost hope;
shot) to be taken by Whitney instead, they are now fueled by
Brown '01. The team captain's a drive to win and a deeper deshot was placed perfectly, land- sire to take advantage of missed
ing directly in the lower- left- opportunities, such as those
hand side of the cage, resulting during the game against Conin the game-winning goal.
necticut College.
BY KATIE BOWMAN

STORY B1NGENNHMER

Women's field hockey facing off against Conn.
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Women's Soccer Triumphs in
Connecticut College Game
Team Wins Its First NESCAC League Game of The Season

STORY BINGENNHMER

Women's soccer fighting Connecticut College.
BY ALISSA CREVIER

Sports Writer

The Trinity women's soccer
team played its first NESCAC
league game versus Connecticut College this past Saturday.
With steady one touch ball
movement and a high-pressure
defense the Bantams attained
their first win of the season
with a final score of 3-1.
Throughout the week prior to
competing against Connecticut,
Trinity focused on quick, solid
movement on and off the ball.
Head coach Michael Smith also
worked the flat back four defensive technique into the Bantams
style of play, which proved itself
successful.
High pressure on all areas of
the field inevitably won Trinity
the ball in almost every 50/50
situation. Captain Marisa Eddy
'01 controlled the midfield by
pushing perfect 'through balls'
past Connecticut's defenders,
enabling many scoring opportunities.
Senior Captain Jessica Ritter
put pressure on Connecticut's
backfield, resulting in a ripple
effect of unanimous determined effort by all the forwards.
Freshman standout Courtney
Doyle conquered her goal scoring inhibitions by confidently
challenging
three
of
Connecticut's defenders in order to put in the first goal of the
season for the team.
Doyle's powerful shot riled up
Trinity and gave the team the
scoring inspiration previously
needed. Within minutes of
Doyle's goal, the Bantams displayed intense offensive pressure. Two additional shots were
fired and tallied almost immediately after.
Kate Salotolo '04 screamed

by defenders along the sideline
and dished off a pass on the left
side to freshman Lyndsy
Aqualina. Aqualina's speed and
immediate pressure won her the
ball in front of the cage. The
ball
was
pushed
by
Connecticut's goalkeeper with
ease. Trinity's advantage did not
end there.
With fewer than six minutes
remaining on the clock,

Freshman Rachael Tracy
played a solid 90 minutes in the
backfield, breaking up and anticipating Connecticut's speedy
forwards on every move. Sophomore back Courtney Stewart
was both an offensive and defensive threat by using her unbelievable tactical skills along
the left-side flank.
With approximately ten minutes remaining in the game,

High pressure on all areas of the field
inevitably won Trinity the ball in almost
every 50/50 situation. Captain Marisa
Eddy controlled the midfield by pushing
perfect 'through balls' past Connecticut's
defenders, enabling many scoring
opportunities.
Aqualina spotted junior Bridget
Dullea, a player with arguably
one of the strongest shots in the
NESCAC league. Dullea blasted
an amazingly accurate shot
from outside of the box that
rippled the back of the net from
its blazing speed. Half time left
the Bantams with three goals
and Connecticut College with
no hope to score.
Connecticut turned on its offensive pressure in the second
half, forcing Trinity defenders
to remain on their feet. Although the Bantams were unable to score, they kept up their
intensity throughout the second half.

Connecticut's right side wing
beat out Trinity's defense with
her speed and slipped the ball
by junior goalkeeper Sarah Bradley. The Bantams teamed together and regrouped their
defense in order to prevent Connecticut from scoring.
Still continuing the offensive
pressure, Trinity was able to
hold off Connecticut from scoring without a problem for the
small remainder of the game.
The team added a win to their
record, which now stands at 11-1.
Trinity Goalkeeper Sarah Bradley was awarded co-NESCAC
player of the week.

Women's Soccer Schedule
Sept. 23 - Bates (Family Weekend) -11 a.m. - Home
Sept. 26 - Amherst - 4 p.m. - Home
Sept. 28 - at Salve Regina - 4 p.m. - Newport, R.I.
Sept. 30 - at Williams -12:30 p.m. - Williamstown, Mass.
Oct. 5 - at Smith - 4:15 p.m. - Northampton, Mass.
Oct. 7 - at Colby -1:30 p.m. - Waterville, Maine
Oct. 8 - Bowdoin -1 p.m. - Brunswick, Maine
Oct. 14 - Tufts - .11 a.m. - Home
Oct. 17 - at Wesleyan - 3 p.m. - Middletown, Conn.
Oct. 21 - at Middlebury -11 a.m. - Middlebury, V.T.

